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ABSTRACT
The concept of an open loop Adaptive Communication link is 
established as one which is capable of monitoring the medium through 
■which it must perform while simultaneously transmitting information 
and continuously adjusting its modes of operation so as to optimize 
its performance with respect to a performance criterion chosen a 
priori.
Statistical methods are applied to the adaptive communication 
problem. Communicating through a random multipath channel with add­
itive noise is considered. The transmitter is specified as one which 
transmits one of two possible noise-like waveforms which are assumed 
to be known at the receiver. At any time, it is postulated that the 
receiver is to make its decision in accordance with the Bayes Rules 
which appropriately fits the amount of channel knowledge stored at the 
receiver. The knowledge concerning the channel state is derived a 
posteriori at the receiver from the information bearing signal. Con­
sequently, as the a posteriori information changes (corresponding to 
changing propagation medium characteristics) the receiver’s decision 
circuitry also changes. Hence, the receiver is one which continuously 
adapts itself to yield optimum performance under the measured channel 
parameters. These random parameters are taken to be? channel gain, 
channel multipath structure, and the channel phase characteristic.
Probability of error is evaluated in closed form for three 
different modes of operation. A major conclusion taken from these
-iii-
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expressions is that the probability of error in no ease depends 
directly on the channel gain, but lather is a function of the total 
average energy received from all propagation modes, numerical 
evaluation of the error expressions enables comparisons to be made 
among the various systems modes of operation. These results show that 
measurement of the channel gain is the least important of these 
quantities. Given the multipath structure, the channel phase character­
istic is the most important, In the optimum case a gain of about 
6 db to 8 db (depending on the signal-to-noise ratio) is accomplished 
over the Receiver mode which performs only the multipath measurement.
It is shown that the information gain concerning the multipath struc­
ture increases rapidly for a few bauds of identification time after 
which information build up begins to saturate. This is important be­
cause there will be available at the receiver only a finite time for 
which to identify this channel condition. The variance of the channel 
estimates are computed for maximum and minimum identification time.
It is shown that the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform is the im­
portant parameter for accurate measurement of the multipath structure, 
while a ^inusoid is sufficient for measuring the channel gain. By 
combining the channel measurement techniques and signal detection re­
sults, two Adaptive Receiver structures are formulated and their oper­
ation discussed. Finally, commentaries on future research are made and 
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It has long been recognized that the more a-priori information available 
to the receiver about the channel, the more optimum the decision process be­
comes. In this report, the multipath channel is considered, and the appli­
cations of wideband signals to measuring certain channel parameters are 
treated.' •
The report has been divided into eight chapters. A major part of the 
present chapter is devoted to discussing work done by other investigators as 
well as results from the propagation literature to motivate the channel model 
used. In Chapter II the philosophy of an open loop adaptive communication 
link is presented, and problems pertaining to the optimum design of the system 
outlined. Chapter II is entirely devoted to statistical characterization 
of the channel, The first part of the chapter includes the additive noise 
characterization while the seeond part has been devoted to the statistical 
characterization of the random channel. Development of the system per­
formance criterion and specification of the different operational modes of 
the receiver structure is the primary concern of Chapter If, Several 
performance criteria are presented for selection in obtaining the "best" 
possible system operation The Bayes’ decision rules are derived for various 
a-prior knowledge stored at the receiver. These rules indicate how the
Manuscript released by authors on May 1962 for publication as an AS! 
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reeeiver should perform the detection task' as prior channel knowledge is 
known at receiver. System diagrams are given for each decision- rale and 
clearly illustrate the operations specified by the mathematical results. ' 
Ghapter ¥ is concerned with system performance. Expressions for pro­
bability ©f error are derived for the various decision, rules of Chapter ■ - 
IT. lumerical evaluation of these expressions is presented in graphical 
form. Consultation of these figures clearly indicate the improvements 
t© be obtained by the channel measurement. It is shown that the- greatest' 
improvement is obtained for severe multipath conditions.
The channel measurement problem is considered in Chapter ¥1. Sere " ■ 
the estimating devices are'derived -which announce t© the receiver'structure 
the modification signals necessary for changing the decision structure.'
The measurement process is analyzed in terms ©f information gain,, idemti- ' 
ficatiom time and signal-t©-n@ise rati®. Sraphieal presentation illustrates 
these mathematical results.
Chapter VXX integrates the measurement-detection results obtained in 
Chapter I? and VI. In particular, two adaptive systems are derived and1" 
illustrated by diagrams. Their operation is discussed and comparisons made 
with noa-adaptive systems.
The final chapter- draws conclusions about the first seven chapters ' 
and clearly indicates the improvements to be obtained by the proposed adaptive 
teehaifues.
1.2 Evolution of Binary Communication Systems
The first binary systems employed non-synchronous modulation (on-off 
or CSf-ifeylag) and threshold .detection. Experience has shown that these 
early systems were vulnerable in tw® respects. -First, the peak"power re- ' 
ceived is proportional to only half of the peak power transmitter capability..
-2-
Second, threshold detection is “very vulnerable -tG fading even though diversity 
reception may be employed to combat fading.
Hon-synchronous frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation ms adopted 
to overcome the two major disadvantages of on-off modulation. Frequency 
shift keying systems radiate energy at two frequencies to represent a 
"mark" or "space®, the received power being proportional to the total 
average transmitter power. Frequency,shift keying systems also offer, 
greater resistance to- fading- since the ...received signal must merely exceed 
the existing noise in the empty channel instead of some set threshold.
Hext in order is synchronous operation that employs specification of,
1the iucenrimg rH gita on the real time scale. Hotel'nikov and other shave 
analyzed "on-off" and FSK. systems when synchronous detection is used, and 
the conclusion reached is that one cannot get appreciably more noise im­
munity with synchronous FSK than With the classical on-off system in ;r . 
terms of error probability for a given signal-to-noise ratio. Here again 
the gain may be attributed to the fact that the signal must merely exceed ; 
the existing, noise in the empty channel instead of a fixed threshold.■
late in World War II, Jforth Van Vleck and Middleton-^ established . 
a result known as, the matched filter criterion. It may be shown that ■, o: 
there is nothing mysterious about the detection of a signal far down in ,
■4white fteussian noise provided that its energy is large enough ./ Details 
of the signal such as its shape, bandwidth, etc.:9 do not enter into the 
detection performance.
Martin, Heald and Doelz^ describe a differentially coherent system 
rather than a fully coherent one. Hiis system, known as the KLneplex, 
was designed for operation In IF-* . -®neplex^operatien;is predicated , on. 
the conclusion that short-term ionospheric phase stability is good
-3-
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enough to siii^ort; differeatialljr thereat' detection.' -In' other-words, ' 
■phase stability- Is : stiffindent t@ permit detention ®f transmitted' phase" ‘ 
idif foresee- between successive.- pulses. In addition, per- digit errors are 
'not-Independent since differentially coherent detection, tends-i©■prodace 
pairs of errors« We see-here.., is effect, that .ehanael measurement has'' 
been concerned' only ■with its role In coherent detection.,
'in-the other-head, to improve perferaamce, a closed loop system with­
er without coding- -ant utilizing null-zone detection may be'employed where 
error rate-.may be .traded for data rate. Sals Would allow'©se to establish 
as low an a~prl©ri error probability as wanted in the. overall system. 
Performance, and analysis ©f these systems, are available ia terms ©f • : 
error rate, average transmission time, and slgnal~i©-a®ise rati©^.
-fhe widely known- Mversity techniques have been employed for com­
bating the effects of fading resulting from multipath Interference'that':
$changes with time. Brennan has analyzed these systems evaluating system 
performance for various selection and combining techniques using'short 
time statistics with Bayleigh fading paths. Diversity reception consists 
essentially of receiving the transmitted Information over two or more 
paths arid then- selecting or combining the: received - signals to obtain the 
best , signal available-at. the lasmeat. -For this technique to work properly, 
the' fading mast ©eeur independently, or nearly s® ®s the paths being used. • 
If this is -the -ease-, when one ©f the received signals has deteriorated and 
is. not usable, it. may be replaced by another.
Bae independence between signals may be -obtained in several ways.; 
for example^ space Mversity, "frequency diversity, or polarization diver­
sity . In space diversity tw© ©r more antennas and their associated re­
ceivers are used to obtain more than .one-signal. If the antennas are
-5-
several wavelengths or more apart, the signals will be independent for a . 
short time. If fading is due to polarization changes, two binary polar-. 
ized antennas perpendicular to each other will give signals with un~ ,
Qcorrelated fading. Frequency diversity"^ requires transmission of same 
information on two different frequencies. fhe spacing between the fre­
quencies should he such that the fading is uncorrelated. However, the 
case of transmitting the same information on two or more frequencies may 
he very vulnerable to jamming in the ease of military communications.
For such schemes, transmitter and receiver equipment is very costly when ■ 
considered in the light of protection against deep fades. Performances
of the above systems are shown in several places throughout the litera-;;
. 5,10,11,12ture 7 7 7
A frequency stepping scheme has also been employed to combat effects 
due to multipath. Here short pulses needed for high data rates are - 
transmitted by changing the transmitter and receiver eenter frequency 
after each pulse, and the usable pulse widths are determined by the multi- 
path structure at hand. In this scheme the system is always operating 
on a frequency that has not been contaminated by multipath from the pre­
ceding pulse or pulses. She frequency stepping is continued to new 
frequencies until the multipath has -subsided on the original frequency.
Bien the sequence of frequencies is repeated. As is seen from this, 
multipath-places an upper limit on the rate at which information cam-; 
be sent.
Another important scheme, which was designed in contrast to the
13above system philosophy, is the Hake system by Price and §reen . She 
lake system is to© complex to describe here; however, in essence the 
system operates as a set of correlators in parallel whose space and
-6-
mark signals are synchronized at values of l/w see apart in time* AS a 
result of such synchronization paths with delay l/W see apart are de­
tected, their phase brought into common agreement, weighted in accord*
lk■anee with Brennan's theorem, and then added. In this system prior
knowledge concerning the multipath structure is stored in a delay line
with tap spacing of l/W seconds apart . Furthermore, when the mark or
space waveforms are not in direct synchronism with the different modes
of propagation, they correlate with noise producing an additional noise
component in the output. It might he well to point out here, that since
the development of the lake, several other techniques of generating wide
hand signals, transmitting them and performing equivalent correlation
operations have heen developed*^' ^. Furthermore, Kailath^ has
shown that lake is a sub-optimum system and its performance approaches
that of the "optimumM (i.e., a posteriori probability computer) system
for small signal-to-noise ratios and very slow channel variations.
!§■1® ■■fmrim * has mnmrnei. himself with the problem of mmltipath com-
munieations. He considers the case of transmitting very short pulses
using a channel model which ©beys the lice density function. The pulse
1width T must satisfy the expression T = ^ for all time, where 
is the memory time of the channel. He also assumes the propagation 
paths are independent, possessing random strength, phase shift, and 
modulation delay. If, for instance, one knows the modulation delays the 
receiver combines nonlinear functions of several samples taken from
lO
both the output of the matched filter and its envelope . If all paths 
are assumed to have identical strength distributions, the nonlinear
-Idevice takes on the form discussed in reference"1' . His final receiver 
structure does not depend on a knowledge of the path delays .
Priee, on the other hand, concerns himself "with the problem of 
known modulation delay s,randomphase shifts, and strengths that may 
change daring the signal durations ”... Matched filters are still opti­
mum] however, the operations performed on the.matched filter outputs 
now vary with time.
Some particularly important resalts in "optimum” (i.e., a posteriori.'
probability computer) detection of signals perturbed bya time-varying
t,17random channel are given by Kkilath . Kailath shows that the concept 
of detection by a matched filter (optimum for the ease' of . a .known channel); 
can be generalized in the case of the randomly perturbed charmed . The 
optimum receiver for the randomly perturbed channel is still a matched 
filter where, however, the "matching” is with respect to a subsidiary , : 
estimate of the output of the random channel.. lailath is forced to eon-; 
sider that class of channels for which the path lengths are fixed a’ 
priori and whose output is a Gaussian process, inee the estimate on the 
channel output, is made, the receiver then cross-correlates this: estimate
4 2.7 'with the received signal ’ 1, ...^. .■ ,;;■■■•
the problem of fading has also been attached by use of coding tech- 
nifues. Using Hamming codes, Voeleker shows the coding power gain;v 
offered by error-correcting codes as function of output character error 
probability for various types ©f signal fading. Apparently no easy solu­
tion exists for the problem of redundant coding for-turbulent channels.
Glaser describes an adaptive filtering system which performs in the 
face of white Gaussian noise and slow multipath signal fading . the 
operation performed.on the received pulses of duration f is facilitated 
by the use of an orthogonal function deeompositionof the received sig­
nal. The system is one whose waveform is fixed but unknown to the re-
-7-
ceiver, and as the detection problem changes with time so does the re­
ceiver structure. ..
The above represents a brief, but concise, resume of the present 
day- state of the art in digital communications. As seen, solutions to 
intpro-ved system reliability are quite varied in nature and progress had 
been relatively slow. These improvements have not been free; the cost 
is reflected in expensive complex equipment required to process the re­
ceived signals.
1,3. Propagation Medium Characteristics in IP, imy SHF, and UHF Fre­
quency Ranges
It has been repeated many times that the design of a communication 
link depends in detail upon the character!sties of the input signals, 
the characteristics oftheme&ium through whichthese signals must pass 
or the channel.
We are concerned here with the problem of propagation via scatter 
and reflection communications using highly eoded waveforms for signal­
ing. Buis entails considering factors such as signal fading, multipath 
delays, inherent media bandwidth limitations, expected data rates, 
average quasi-stationary time, and requirements on system range and 
system use. In particular, we are primarily interested in transmitting 
digital information by means of wideband signals. This is contrary to 
past system philosophy in that is is assumed signal; bandwidth is not 
constrained other than by the transmission medium. As we shall see, 
bandvidthis the important parameter in this paper.
The different types of channels over which communications may be 
desired are numerous and quite varied in nature. The following list
•will be kept la mind as we proceed through different portions of the 
frequency spectrum.
(1) Ionospheric lefleetiom System
(2) Ionospheric Scatter Systems
(3) Iropospherie Scatter Systems
(k) Active and Passive Satellite Systems
(5) Air-to-Ground Systems
(6) iromnd-to-Air Systems .
(7) Spaee-to-Earth Systems
It will be of interest to specify what portions of the frequency 
spectrum wideband signals are useful when effects due to multipath and 
fading are considered. Sals will then allow the characterization of a 
channel model which will be used in obtaining theoretical results con­
cerning propagation of wideband signals. It is intuitively obivious that 
use of wideband signals is not the complete answer to the design of an 
ultimate communication system; however, they do merit more consideration 
than has been given in the past, especially in the relatively new area
of adaptive system techniques. Past investigations have been concerned
25with the feasibility of anti-jam wideband system capabilities .
Figs. 1-1 and 1-2 show system range capabilities which have been
26obtained experimentally for different propagation schemes
From these figures it may be concluded that at distances less than 
300-tQ0 miles the transmission is definitely tropospheric. At distances 
greater than 6®© miles ionospheric and meteor components tend to dominate 
Early assumptions were that after about 600 miles the signal dropped out 
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so-called ionospheric scatter transmission region, Pig. 1;
evidence the usefulness of scatter communications'
tune is that tropospheric transmission decreases rapidly with increas






03? IONOSPHERIC AND TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER
a in tie frequency range from 3 to 30 me/s depends prima
rily on ionospheric reflections from the 1 and F regions. This hand of 
frequencies contains an upper limit of frequencies -which could Just he 
received over a particular propagation mode. This is called the mayimum 
usable frequency (MUF). Above this frequency the wave is said to "skip", 
that is, it is not reflected to the receiving point, long range systems 
for point-to-point service such as telegraphy, telephony, facsimile, and 
aircraft communications have been some of its uses. For air-to-ground 
communications HF, in spite of its limitations, seems to remain the 
most suitable method for long range communications. At present angennas 
for beyond-the-horizon scattering schemes are too large for airborne 
equipment to carry.
1.5 HF Multipath Characteristics ■
Propagation at HF may be maintained by several transmission modes 
occurring simultaneously. They are principal modes, magneto-ionic fine 
structure modes, multihop modes, and scatter modes. From such modes 
multipath delays range from a few microseconds to a few milliseconds'2 .
In addition to multipath effects, dispersion may cause important 
distortion of the transmitted waveform in the case of short pulses.
Hinder worst conditions pulses on the order of i^csee in width are r:
2® 2§stretched to 13 ^sec '* .. Signaling rates for HF usually range be­
tween 60 to 500 bauds per second. Intersymbol interference establishes 
this upper limit. It is conceivable, however, that by Judiciously 
selecting the operation frequency, data rates of 50,000 bauds per
second may be obtained. When the operating frequency is between 100$
-13-
to §5$ of MUF, the multipath spreadis around ^OO^ua. Between 85$ to
65$ of M©F it is around 1 millisecond and 'between 65$ to 4-0$ of MUF the
multipath spread is on the order of a few milliseconds. These spreads
20
are also a function of the path length .
1.6 HP Fading
The fading of ionospheric radio signals can he divided into two 
principal types, ©n the one hand there exists the commonly called “fast 
fading" which is due to two or more unresolved propagation modes referred 
to as multipath, ©n the other hand there exists the commonly called 
"slow fading". Slow fading, taking a few minutes or more, is practically 
all attributed to variations in absorption or changes in effective anten­
na gain resulting from changing in angles of departure and arrival; of the 
signals. This type of fading appears to be independent of frequency and 
seems to be associated with changes in the average refraction of the 
atmsophere. Slow fading is essentially associated with a set of mete- % 
orologieal constants.
The fading distributions of the anplifctdes approximates the well
known layleigh distribution when the wave arrives via several modes with
20approximately equal amplitude and randomly varying phases . The Bay- j
leigh amplitude distribution is good for transmission of long pulses .
whereas individual modes resolved by short pulses usually contains a
28specular component . Short pulses, however, are not of interest in 
this range.
1.7 IF Available Bandwidth and Quasi-Stationary Times
In IF, sufficient bandwidths are available for resolving the multi­
path structure into independent fading copies of the transmitted signal.
Pulse widths on the order of 20 to 100 M. s have in the past separated 
the propagation modes. It is reported that the multipath delay patterns 
are substantially fixed for times as long as .12 seconds . Hence, if 
one is transmitting 8 millisecond pulses the channel is essentially 
stationary for about 15 bauds -while the moments describing the. amplitude 
fading may be considered fixed for time intervals on the order of a few 
minutes2^*
1.8 VHP Ionospheric Scatter
Ionospheric scatter propagation in the 30 to 300 me/s frequency 
range is characterized by scattering from the 1, 1 and P regions; how­
ever, from about 100 me/s to 3®@ me/s little use of this band has been 
made due largely to scattering losses. VHP ionospheric scatter propa­
gation is useful mainly for point-to-point communications in the dis­
tance range beyond that served by tropospheric propagation* i.e. 4©0 
miles up to about 1200 miles. Antenna requirements tend to deter any 
general aeronautical use. Digital service in this region has not been 
fully developed 'up' to the present time, but when developed, it is ex­
pected to relieve congestion of frequency assignments and interference 
in HP regions. VHP scatter modes have been used for military circuits 
■where high power and large antenna systems are available .
1.9 VHP Multipath Characteristics
Observations show that the most effective scattering volume lies 
outside the antenna beam intersection much of the time2®* . these 
maim off-path transmissions arise from meteor reflections. Meteor trails 
causing these reflections vary with time of day, etc. there appears to 
be no statistical information available on the occurrence of such meteors.
Maximum multipath delay for longest and shortest ray pathswith 
corresponding azimuths have "been computed for common volume geometry 
as a function of path length. For path lengths from 300 to 1200 miles 
meteor multipath delays range from 6 sec to approximately 1 milli­
second. Multipath caused "by aurora ionization have delays as much as 
several milliseconds . Multipath delay distributions, given in refer­
ence 26, range from .1 millisecond up to ^ milliseconds • From F-layer 
propagation ground scatter, delays as high as 6@ millisecond are possible. 
Thus, multipath in FIF places upper limits on system data rates. Usually
<*jj . .this is on the order of 5©0 to 10f© bauds/sec.
1.10 VHF Fading Characteristics
For ionospheric links operating above the IffiJF, experimental propaga­
tion results indicate that the fading is Rayleigh distributed and the 
link itself may be assumed quasi-stationary for time intervals? on the 
order of a few minute s'5. Another test conducted at k^.6 me on a 1,066 
mile link yielded Rayleigh distributed fading for short time Intervals .
1.11 ¥HF Available Bandwidth and %tasi-Stationary Times
In YHF the subject of wideband transmission by ionospheric scatter 
transmission has not been extensively analyzed by pulse sounding tech­
niques . However, it is reported that bandwidths on the order of 110 ke/s 
■ail.are available . It is also known that 3-"** sec pulses are transmitted, 
through the medium with relatively little distortion which would allow 
about 3©f ke of bandwidths. In this type of transmission, bandwidth 
limitations are imposed by scattering mechanisms. According to the 
multipath delay structure reported, there appears to be sufficient band­
width available for mode resolution.
■ /■■■■■;■ V.;.y\v'.-y, '
1.12 VHF-13HF-SHF tropospheric Scatter
Over the past ten years large amounts of experimental data have "been 
taken on tropospheric links extending far "beyond the horizon. Most in­
vestigators attribute the presence of the scattering fields to uhat is 
commonly called "blotsn or radio clouds.
In the past severai years y a number of communication systems^ both 
military and experimental, have been put into operation using frequencies 
ranging from a few hundred up to about 5000 rac/s utilizing space-diversi­
ty reception to guard against fast fading caused by the presence of multi- 
path. %m capacity high-reliable air-to-ground communications could be 
designed for 200-300 miles beyond the horizon .
1.13 UHF-SHF Bandwidth and Multipath Characteristics
©iere is general agreement that radio waves received well beyond 
the horizon are propagated by tropospheric mechanisms which produce at ‘ 
the receiving'"antenna "a .multiplicity of Components . arriving., at different' 
times. A picture of the nature of the received signal is that of the sum 
of a aumber of contributions arriving over paths slightly longer "than the 
earliest arriving component. Hiese incremental delays are many wave­
lengths at frequencies used for tropospheric scatter.
: Another manifestation of a fluctuating distributed source is the ■
imperfect correlation of amplitudes and phases of signals transmitted on 
different".■'■frequencies,, fhis effect is of eonsidirable 'importance because 
it places limits on the maximum, information bandwidths that may be trans- 
mitted by a specified modulation technique .
Aceording to measurements made at Lincoln Laboratory at frequencies 
of 400, 3>&7Q and 5^ utilizing antennas with several degrees
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beamwidth, the medium itself, introduced time delays ©f about 1 sec at 
distances of about 200 miles. These studies indicate that under favor­
able conditions, modulation bandwidths of several megacycles may be 
'zf)achieved .
V7Clerks- * has used results obtained by Booker and deletteneourt and : 
prepared a nomogram for estimation of medium bandwidth for a given anten­
na beam width, scattering angle and path length. These results indicate 
generally large values of available bandwidth, The bandwidth decreases
with increasing distance; and it increases with increasing antenna gain.
38fidd describes bandwidth capabilities far beyond the horizon 
tropospheric propagation. These tests show that at 3>7©0 me,, one micro­
second pulses were not substantially widened after transmission over 
distances up to 285 miles. From these tests it was postulated that band- 
widths of several megacycles might be available.
Under preparation now is a report concerning fading characteristics
/Siand bandwidths capabilities at 1000 and 9000 me/s . One important re­
sult of interest here is the fact that the cross-correlation of the in­
stantaneous carrier envelopes separated by 100 me/s has an overall value 
of .91 while the standard deviation of amplitude ratios averaged O.76 db.
Also being developed is a Tropospheric Wideband Measuring Device^ 
capable of exploring the troposphere and obtaining information concern­
ing (l) Available Bandwidths (2) Statistical Belay Distributions and (3) 
Published Theories on the propagation Mechanism. In these measurements,, 
signals which will separate propagation modes whose lengths differ by 
about 20 feet will be used. For example, if the multipath spread is 
millimicroseconds, this would provide about 25 distinct signal components.
1 .lit- VHF-UHF-SHF Fading and Quasi-Statlonary Times
Long range tropospheric transmissions are characterized by rapid 
fading. She amplitude distribution usually follows a layleigh distri­
bution for periods of a few minutes2^35^3^^
1.15 Tropospheric Multipath for Line of Sight Propagation in Aircraft
If one assumes only two signal components present, i.e., one arriv­
ing via direct line of sight and a reflected signal arriving via a 
longer path, the differential time delay between the two signals may be 
shown to be
t = 3-@5 x l©"7 hlh2 ^see.
where
h^ = shortest antenna height in feet 
hg = longest antenna height in feet 
r = range in miles •
For aircraft ranges between 10© to 400 miles at altitudes in excess of 
20,000 feet, differential signal delays may vary between 2 to 25 sec. 
1.1(3 General Conclusions
la this chapter we have briefly discussed the evolution of binary 
communications while simultaneously pointing out the most significant 
contributions made in the field of digital communications systems.
Space has limited us to referencing only a few of the results obtained 
by the numerous studies; the many others may be readily reviewed by con­
sulting the references cited.
Secondly, we have stated various results from a minute portion of 
the existing propagation literature. These results were presented for
•few© reasons. On the one hand, to provide motivations for succeeding 
chapters. On the other hand, to provide the reader with a quick review 
of what mature itself has to offer for communication media.
We do not fail to point out here that the fading distributions 




STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM UNDER CONSIDERATION
2,1 Introduction
In recent years the problem of the design of communication systems, 
operating through turbulent media,has been considered by many investi­
gator. It has been recognized that the essential feature of this prob­
lem is the statistical nature of the disturbances involved. The vanguard 
approaching this problem from a statistical viewpoint has included 
such men as Woodward and Davies, Shannon, Wiener, Turin, Price and 
Kailath, to mention but a few.
The purpose of this chapter is to consider, from the statistical 
viewpoint, the problem of communication through one type of channel in 
which the signal may propagate to the receiver by one or more random 
modes. The channel will also be considered to be noisy where the noise 
is superimposed on the signal at the receiving end. Other statistical 
investigations relating to this type of channel have been made by Price, 
Turin and Kailath. In some aspects the present work, in fact, is close­
ly related to that of Turin.
2.2 System Model
Illustrated in Fig. 2-1 is the generic model of an open loop adap­
tive communication system. Related to Shannon's model, it of course 
contains an information source, transmitter,’ channel, adaptive receiver, 
channel identifier, and an information sink. Presently, we do not con- 
strain in any way the movement of the terminal ends of the system. The 
various components of the system will be characterized laterj however,
at present the definition of an open loop adaptive system will be given 





AN ADAPTIVE COMMUNICATION LINK
FIGURE 2-1
An open loop adaptive communication system -will be defined here as 
a system which is capable of monitoring the environment in which it must 
perform while simultaneously transmitting information and continuously 
adjusting its modes of operation so as to optimize its performance with 
respect to some a priori chosen performance criterion. An obvious advan­
tage of this system over that of a stationary system would be its ability 
to adapt to the particular decision problem at hand by making estimates 
on certain channel parameters and utilizing these estimates to adjust 
its decision structure. Thus, the definition given reveals at least 
three operations which must be performed in order to carry out the
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adaptive feature at the receiver# These ares
(1) Satisfactory operation of the adaptive feature depends on the 
identification procedure » Here the identification procedure re­
fers to deriving from the oberved data an identification signal*
(2) Satisfactory operation of the adaptive feature depends on the 
estimation procedure necessary to specify the channel states* Here 
the estimation procedure derives from the identification signal a 
signal (or signals) indicating the more likely channel states*
This may employ a learning process so as to change prior knowledge 
at the receiver*
(3) Satisfactory operation of the adaptive feature depends on the 
modification procedure which simply actuates and optimizes the re­
ceiver structure as instructed by the estimation results. This 
modification procedure is to provide the necessary information for 
optimization of the receiver structure*
The estimation problem will be the central element in the adaptive 
technique and is certainly contingent upon the environment being quasi­
stationary* Practical considerations eliminate the possibility of com­
pleting the three operations in zero time*
The other problem which must be solved at the receiver is that of 
signal detection given the knowledge derived about the channel. We will 
return to this lateri however, this suffices as a description of the 
system*s adaptive concept.
* Private Communication with Prof. G. R. Cooper reveals that past a- 
daptive system philosophy has included our (l) and (2) as the combined 
identification problem. We, however, find it convenient to break the 
identification problem into two parts.
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2.3 Problems to be Considered
The above description of the adaptive process brings immediately to 
mind certain questions#
(1) What are "appropriate11 signals which enable one to simultaneous 
ly transmit information and make measurements?
(2) What does the identification process consist of, or equivalent­
ly, the estimation process, and the modification process?
(3) What is a meanful performance criterion and how should it be 
chosen?
(4) What does the signal detection process consist of and how 
should it be initiated in absence of prior channel knowledge?
(5) What is a reasonable channel model for which answers to (2) 
and (3) are meaningful?
(6) What is the performance of such a system both ideally and in 
terms of the adaptive feature?
(?) What does the joint performance of the signal detection pro­
cess and adaptive feature depend upon? How are they related?
(8) Is it feasible to employ a learning procedure at the receiver? 
These questions are not at all independent as we shall see later. 
However, as far as mathematical considerations are concerned, we will 
analyze the various parts separately and in doing so answer question (?)• 
We shall not consider question (l) although we shall have pertinent com­
ments concerning (l) in Chapter VI* Chapter VI will be devoted to an­
swering questions (2), (7) and (8). Chapter IV will deal with the an­
swering of questions (3) and (4) while Chapter III and Chapter V will be 
questions (5) and (6) respectively. Finally Chapter VII will be devoted
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to discussing two Adaptive System structures and Chapter fill provides 
commentaries on suggestions for future work.
2.4 Transmitter Characterization
At the transmitter a choice is made between two highly coded wave­
forms 5 s-^(t) and s 
channel after appropriate modulation. By highly coded we mean that the 
autocorrelation function of either of these two signals is a sharp spike 
centered at zero delay with small clutter regions around zero delay.
Both Sj and S£ are assumed to be zero outside some arbitrary time in­
terval, say © < t < T. The two highly coded s ignals may be uncorrelated 
or highly correlated and are assumed to have the same energy. The a 
priori probabilities of transmittal are assumed to be p and 1-p respec­
tively. Furthermore, we assume the baud length T is greater than the 
memory time Tm of the channel under consideration, i.e. T > Tffi. This 
assumption is important, for if it is true, there will be no intersymbol 
interference caused by the multipath disturbance at the receiver output.
Information is then transmitted into the channel by digital modula­
tion of waveshapes of form
zk(t) - sk(t) cos &>0t k - 1,2 (2-1)
In this class of communication systems, Sj_ and S2 are called the 
subcarriers. For example, sk may be a pseudo random time function, i.e. 
it is generated deterministically by means of a code of long periods, but 
it appears to be a random wave to an observer who has available only a 
segment of s^ and who is ignorant of the code. The spectrum of s^ con­
sists of frequencies much lower than
o(t), where one or the other is transmitted into the
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For extraction of the transmitted information from the received wave, 
we assume the receiver has stored both the carrier and subcarrier wave­
forms, If the terminal ends are moving with respect to the receiver we 
assume that the receiver has a knowledge of this velocity. This is not 
really too strict since there exists very accurate ways of measuring 
doppler shifts| neither do we lose in generality by making such an as­
sumption, fhe simultaneous measurement of doppler as well as signal de­
tection may still be analyzed at the receiver. We, however, do not con­
sider this problem.
There are, of course, other ways to modulate the waveshape of Eq» 
(2-1) (frequency shift, for instance). In any case, signal reception is 
achieved through binary detection - the testing of the appropriate simple 
hypothesis versus the appropriate single alternative.
Aside from these comments needed for analysis, it is well to mention 
here the problem of "secure communications" as is encountered when the 
link itself operates in a military environment.
The term "secure communication" is defined here to be communications 
wherein a message is enciphered (or encoded) in such a manner that it is 
intended to be extremely difficult to decipher except by those for whom 
it is intended. This means that the intended receiving parties are 
equipped and informed so as to perform the deciphering function. This 
cryptographic encoding is performed at t he transmitter in such a way that 
the best cryptanalyst will have essentially zero probability of breaking 
the code during any particular crypto-period. By a cryptanalyst we mean 
one whose specialty is "breaking" into or "attacking" cryptographic com­
munications without complete knowledge of the enciphering equipment, its 
adjustment or setup. Such transmission is of extreme interest to mili­
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tary operations, which at certain times (such as war) need to operate 
reliably as a cryptographic system. For this reason we have neglected 
mentioning any information source encoding operation other than that 
rrequired to generate si or S2«
After transmission, the signal passes through the channel encoder 
which is characterized in Chapter III* At the channel encoder output 
the resulting signal is further perturbed by additive noise. The re­
sulting signal applied to the receiver is then the sum of the channel 





We now consider answering question (4) of Chapter II; namely, how 
is the signal detection problem to be solved? Knowledge of the channel 
can be conveniently divided into two types; a priori and a posteriori.
The former is of interest here while the latter concerns itself with the 
identification, estimation and modification process. We first dispose 
of the additive noise characterization.
3.2 Statistical Characterization of the Additive Noise
Again we begin by outlining the important assumptions. First, we 
assume that the noise is statistically independent of the channel en­
coding operation. This is a priori knowledge and the adaptive receiver 
will' operate with this in mind. This is, in most cases, physically 
justifiable. For example, consider where external additive noise sources, 
originate^, Second, we assume the noise is Gaussian and statistically 
stationary, although we. could easily assume.the noise is quasi-stationary. 
Thirdly, we assume the noise is band-limited to the band (-Wn, W ) which 
at least occupies the signal bandwidth, Fourthly, we assume the noise
samples at intervals are statistically independent. Fifthly, we■~vvn
assume each sample has the same mean squared value and zero mean;, i,e,
n\
IT = N°/2 (3-1)
n
where Nq/2 (watts/e.p.s.) is the noise power density over the interval
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(<-¥n> Wn) and zero elsewhere. Then by using assumption three, the sam­
pling theorem, and results from Woodward^ we may write the orthogonal
*series expansion for a strip of the waveform Tn seconds long as 
C2WnTnl
n(t) = n(2§“) sine (2Wnt - k) (3-2)
k=l
41 **Furthermore, Woodward shows that
fTn KTJ -




This says the square of the length of the vector from the origin to the 
representative point in waveform space is proportional to the total en­
ergy, En, of the waveform during Tn seconds.
It follows from the fifth assumption that the probability density 
function for any sample n^ is
-1/2 2
° (2TTWnN0) exp (“nk/2WnN0) ;L.j (3-5) *
* The notation employed here for the “sine" function is the same as that used by Woodward^, p» 29, i.e. sine x = sin x/x.
-;h:- Since 2W T is not in general an integer, it is convenient to let 
[2WnTn3 denote the algebraically largest integer which does not exceed
while using assumptions. two and four.the joint probability density func­
tion for all sample points is
WnT,
p(n-l>-*,n2WnTn ) - 2TTW.
"| ""n^nl \3Vni
Xj I eXp("Zl nk/2wnNo) \ (3-6)
k=l






exp ( “ En/N0)
or more generally 
p(n) = k exp 2/ ' h (t) dt
(3-7)
(3-8)
where k is the normalizing constant of the distribution, which for our 
purposes is sufficient to characterize the additive noise. We assume N0 
is a known quantity.
Before leaving we do not fail to point out where assumption one was 
used, namely, in characterizing the noise independent of the channel en­
coder. The other assumptions were used where noted aboye.
3.3 Statistical Characterization of the Channel Encoder
The problem here is to characterize the propagation medium in sta­
tistical accordance with the propagation results discussed in Chapter 
I. This characterization will be used as a priori knowledge (or igno­
rance), and the adaptive receiver performance shall depend upon this 
knowledge. The characterization developed is to be valid for trans­
mission of long,(T > Tm), waveforms below the MUF in HP, and for
ionospheric or tropospheric scatter modes encountered above the MOP in 
VHP, UHF and SHF.* *
We begin by first postulating an abstract model of the channel en­
coder and later invoke the results of Chapter I which will allow the 
encoder to approximate the performance of nature.
We imagine first that the radio waves received over the transmission 
link arrive at the receiving antenna as a result of reflection and 
.scattering from the set S - (S^, S2>'*** S^). Each element of S will be 
characterized in terms of physical phenomenon laterj however, first we 
assume that the elements of S form a disjoint set, i.e*
Siflsj ■«© (3-9)
for all i ^ j. In any case the significant portions of the transmission 
volume which are responsible for conveying the transmitted information 
may be defined as
m
Transmission Volume = 3^
i-1 ’■
We may now physically characterize each element of S, say S^, by a 
set of small dielectric spheres, i.e. S/ * (s^, si2,*’* sim^* Further" 
more we assume
Si.H Siq =0 for all q i k (3-11)
and that each small dielectric sphere is assumed to have an index of 
refraction differing from that of the medium in which it is located*
* The channel model arrived at is similar to Turins 7 in that we have
made use of the resolvability assumption.
19
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Horeover, these small spheres are moving with a random motion) however, 
over a short time interval, changes in the sphere configuration are 
relatively insignificant as may be verified from the propagation litera­
ture. Physically speaking, the elements of S may be thought of as what 
propagation theorists refer to as "blobs", "radio clouds", or dense re­
gions of the D, E, or F layers in the ionosphere. Although the propaga­
tion model appears to be quite idealized, we see that it does take on 
physical significance when considered in the light of pulse sounding ex­
periments. We shall attach further physical significance as we continue
i
to develop the model for the channel encoder.
Consider now the impingement of the transmitted waveform on the 
elements of Sj_. Due to the index of refraction assumption we obtain a 
series of scattered waveforms which we designate as
% m r _ ■ nx(t) = S\k(t) l S ^ " %ik(t)J C0S ^ot + 9sik (t1f
(3-12)
Physically, bs. takes into consideration the amount of energy reflected 
ik
from small sphere sik, %.k takes into consideration the relative delay 
introduced into the subcarrier with respect to the transmitter and re­
ceiver, and ©„ accounts for the phase shift due to the reflection. sik
Physically speaking, Eq.(3-12) may well represent the magneto-ionic fine
structure modes in HF or in the ease of scattering, the return from 
"blobs" located within a portion of the transmission volume.
Under the above assumptions within the ith propagation mode, the







2W for all q /k] i = 1,***
In terms of signal auto-correlation function this region is shown in 
Fig. 3-1. Thus Fig. 3-1 indicates that under such grouping of the
s-n* max of Relections
from S.
i 2W
SIGNAL AUTO-CORRELATION FUNCTION ILLUSTRATING DELAY REGIONS
FIGURE 3-1
scattered signals, all modulation delays add essentially coherently 
while the rf phases add incoherently. This then allows us to write
m.Zl{vk(t)3j C oosEwot + v <*>]] - sj O'ts.nk=l ik i
m
ZZ 003 [<*> 0f«a(t)] (3-14)
k^l ik lk J
for 0 < t < T and where Xa is taken as the median delay associated
with 3^.
At this point we invoke the experimental results discussed in
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Chapter I by assuming that v*"
ss1(t> ’ YL bSlk(t) oos o* * Ssik(t 0
ki®5!
/
possesses characteristics of a Rayleigh-^distributed vector' 
matical details imposed on Eq. (3-15) are discussed in Appendix I, This 
characterizes the Rayleigh fading in the i^^ mode due to incoherent addi­
tion of the scattered or reflected waveforms. Therefore 
m
CQS[c00t + QSjk(t)] = aSi(t) cos[a)0t + ^(t)]
k=l (3-16)
and during the baud interval, 0 < t < T, the resulting waveform reflected 
from is
x*(t) = a^s^ £t - cos (COQt + %) (3-17)
(3-15)
The mathe-
where the subscript Sj_ has been dropped without loss of generality. Mow 
both aj_ and ©i are random variables obeying the joint density function
given by
W | ti') = a^
2
2TTk.
exp [-41 p(ai,©i) (3-18)
2 2where 0 4? a^ ^ co , 0 4^ 27T» ^(b) = for 0 K. t < Tq«
The cross-correlation function of the transmitted signal with the 
output reflection and scatter medium is illustrated in Fig. 3-2 assuming 







CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION OF TRANSMITTED SIGNAL
W»TH THE CHANNEL ENCODER OUTPUT
FIGURE 3-2
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This then establishes n propagation modes for the transmitted wave­
form to travel to the receiver, and if s^ is transmitted, the output
waveform from the scatter and reflection medium bank may be written as 
n
- H aiSk(t - cos(60ot + %) k'* 1,2 (3=1?)
i=l
where a = (a^***an), Q - ({^•-•3 ), and 't - ('“C^*** ) form sets of
independent random variables characterized by Eq, (3-18) where n is the 
number of distinguishable propagation modes characterizing the medium.
The number of propagation modes available at the receiver is depen­
dent on several factors:
(1) The signal bandwidth.
(2) The antenna beamwidths, polarization, etc.
(3) The propagation medium.




for all i and j, then all delayed signals lie under the central correla­
tion peak of the transmitted waveform and hence there will only be one 
mode of propagation fading in a frequency non-selective manner. In 
effect this says the t ransmitted waveform does not possess sufficient 
time detail to resolve the propagation characteristics. On the other 
hand, when the signal bandwidth is wide enough to satisfy
% T max JL2W for i i j (3-21)
then one is able to resolve the propagation characteristics with a signal 
of bandwidth 2W. We have already discussed the relative time delay ob­
tained from experimental results in HF, VHF, UHF and SHF, When lq. (3-2l) 
holds true, the received signal is said to fade in a frequency selective 
manner. The value of n then depends to a large extent on the signal band 
width. Eqs. (3-13) and (3-2]) are what Turin ' has referred to as the re­
solvability conditions.
The value of n is also dependent on the antenna beamwidths utilized 
in scatter communications in that a signal arriving outside the main 
lobe of the antenna pattern will be greatly suppressed with respect to 
those arriving directly in line with the main lobe.
From Eq. (3-19) we see that the channel has, in effect, performed an 
encoding operation on the transmitted waveform z^. That is to say, the 
channel has taken a signal of high-dimensionality possessing parameters 
a = 1, Q - 0, '71=0, CO = U) Q and encoded it into a signal of high- 
dimensionality possessing parameters of dimensionality 3n, Although 
the receiver knows a priori the point in signal space occupied by z^, 
it now seems plausible that it must determine the most probable location 
of Xjj. This then forms the basis for the identification, estimation, 
and modification process at the receiver.
We now define the following quantities, 
a = (a-j_* ’an) = channel gain 
Q = (e^***8n) = channel phase characteristic
= channel multipath delay structure
A plot of the 3-tuples c^ = (8^, a^, 71 represents a point in
-36-
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channel space. This is illustrated in'Fig. 3-3 for a particular channel
"tilstate having transmitted the k subcarrier.
CHAMEL SPACE REPRESENTATION 
FIGURE 3-3
If on the other hand the transmitter and receiver are moving with 
a constant velocity with respect to each other, we may rewrite Eq, (3-19) 
by inserting a new time variable t'
t' » t (1 + d) (3-22)
and d is taken to be the time dilation or contraction due to the doppler 
shift. In the frequency domain this has the effect of changing the fre­
quency scale by the factors l/l+d with an attendant change in amplitude 
which we shall neglect. This is an excellent approximation when the 
speed between the intervening medium is relatively slow. Thus we may
rewrite Eq. (3-19) as 
n
= 7T aj sv(t« - GOS (0)0t» + %) (3-23)
i=l
Conceptually, the channel encoder may exist in a 4n dimensional vector
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state. For convenience we illustrate such an operation in Fig. 3-4. 




So much for the channel, its short-comings are quite obvious.
First of all we have used the results obtained from propagation experi­
ments which were "fraction of time" distributions rather than ensemble 
distributions. This "fraction of time distribution" has essentially 
been used to postulate that the fading is ergodic. Physically speaking 
it would be practically impossible to prove such is the case. The 
contrary would be easier. Maybe deviations from the true Rayleigh 
modelare caused by the physical impossibility of performing the measure­
ments in the absence of noise, or the measuring equipment itself. Who 
is to say?
It is unfortunate, however, that even though the fading itself is
essentially characterized by its mean squared value, it is a function
2 2of time for any mode, although 2k^(t) = 2kj_ for 0 < t < Tq.
The resolvability conditions themselves are not really too limiting 
as is obvious from channel measurements made by pulse sounding techniques.
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The line of demarcation, however, remains unestablished and we are
forced to assume that the channel is discrete. For more general
20analysis concerning a continuum of paths see Price . We now direct 
our thoughts toward answering questions (3) and (4)«
CHAPTER IV
PERFORMANCE CRITERION AND MODE SPECIFICATION
4.1 Introduction
We shall in this chapter propose a meaningful perforaance criterion 
and derive expressions for the operational inodes of the adaptive re­
ceiver. We first dispose of the former since the latter is highly de­
pendent on the performance criterion.
4.2 Specification of the System Performance Criterion
It is now appropriate to formulate the criterion on which the speci­
fication of the receiver structure will be made. This structure will of 
course depend on a priori knowledge available at the receiver which in­
cludes information about the transmission medium as well as information 
about the transmitted waveforms. With this knowledge and the observed 
data, the receiver is to determine in the "best” possible manner which 
waveform was transmitted.
The term "best" however, needs explanation in that this is directly 
related to the a priori performance criterion chosen. That is, in the 
case under study, the receiver structure will continuously be seeking 
the mode of operation which will optimize its performance with respect 
to this ehosen criterion or what we decide on as "best".
In the past, several performance criteria have been selected for 
obtaining the "best" possible system- operation. To mention a few we 
haves (l) Maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio from a set of noisy 
signals,, (2) Least-mean-squares procedure, (3) Best correlation opera­
tion, (4) The percentage of time that the communication will be inter-
.-u-
rupted as a result of the signal fading below the threshold of message 
extractability, (5) Probability of Error, (6) Minimizing a suitably de­
fined Cost Function. Thus, from this short list, we see performance 
criteria are quite varied in nature.
Criterion (l) can sometime be misleading, for there is no theorem 
in information theory that says maximizing signal-to-noise ratio in­
sures maximum gain of information, while (2) is almost as indefensible 
as (l), except possibly in the Gaussian case. As for (3), how is it 
possible to arbitrarily specify that the system must be linear? Crite­
rion (4) is directly related, to (l)» Furthermore, (5) is a special case 
of (6). In the decision system to follow we shall choose probability of 
error as our ultimate test of signal quality.
Using probability of error as the performance criterion, the system 
will then adjust its structure so as to minimize this parameter, i.e. the 
receiver is to make the fewest possible errors in making the decision as 
to what subcarrier was transmitted. This of course is desirable in an 
airborne vehicle, especially where transmission of large amounts of 
correct data to a receiving point within a short time interval is de­
sired. This remains, true even if the system is to operate as a crypto­
graphic system. Large numbers of errors introduced into the message will 
cause incorrect decipherment at the receiver. It will turn out, however, 
that both the receiver performance and the adaptive feature are dependent 
on the signal-to-noise ratio. This is not obvious a priori, neither is 
the relationship between probability of error and signal-to-noise ratio.
In terms of statistical decision theory parlance, the probability 
of error is simply related to the cost function. By specifying the re-
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celver modes which minimize the average cost, suitably defined, the prob­
ability of error for any one mode of operation will be minimized and a s 
the receiver learns more about the propagation environment it will seek 
the optimum modes of operation so as to minimize error rate* Further­
more, as past history becomes obsolete the receiver must utilize newly 
derived knowledge so as to readjust its structure to a new mode* In­
tuitively when there exists at the receiver complete uncertainty about 
the propagation environment we would expect to obtain the poorest system 
performance*
4.3 Concepts of Statistical Decision Theory
To introduce the concepts of the statistical theory of hypothesis 
testing as will be applied here, we assume that we observe a piece of 
data y(t')s perform some operation on this data, and choose on the basis 
of this measurement and operation one of two hypotheses or Hg. If 
Hg is true, the observed data consists of x^(t‘) + n( t*) and if Hg is 
true the observed data consists of Xg(t1) + n(t*)* The choice made be­
tween and Hg is to be the “best" description of reality having been 
given certain a priori information. If the choice always turned out to 
be x-j_ when hypothesis is true, and Xg when Hg is true, there would be 
no problem. But due to measurement errors, channel disturbances, etc*, 
the outcome is a random variable that must be described statistically by
2
and Fh, respectively. The receiver must adopt a decision rule that 
assigns a definite choice of one hypothesis or the other to each possible 
outcome of the measurement. This decision rule may be considered a di­
vision of the range of values of y(t*) into two regions and Rg, such
(y) under hypothesesgiving its probability density functions p,(y) and p
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that the observer chooses hypothesis H^_ when the observation y(t') lies 
in region R^ and hypothesis H2 when y(t *) lies in R^. The problem is to 
determine R-j_ and 
the observations made,
4.4 Defining the System Cost^' Function^*^
TU so as to ensure the greatest number of successes on
The structure of p-^(y) and p2(y) will be such that a simple dichotomy
of the range of values of y will be sufficient, with the region of 
values leading to the choice of hypothesis H^, and the region R2 of values 
leading to the choice of hypothesis H2, As an example of what is meant 
we illustrate these regions in Fig. 4-1 assuming p^(y) and p2(y) are 
Gaussian distributed with means a^ or a^ and variance ^ s
P^Cy) 555 .~ 1 exp ^ - (y - afc) /2^> J , k = 1,2, (4-l)
V2TT^2
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS INDICATING DECISION REGIONS
FIGURE 4-1
* This Cost Function is what statisticians generally refer to as the 
Risk Function.
If the operation upon the observed data leads to a point y > we
announce subcarrier s-^ ms transmitted; conversely, if y< V^.^£ Eg, we
announce subcarrier s„ was transmitted. ¥e neglect the case where y = V.,* th
which occurs with zero probability.
Besides the probability density functions p^(y) and Pg(y) for the 
observed data y, we also assume a priori transmittal probabilities on 
subearriers s-j_ and Sg to be p and 1-p respectively.
Prom Fig* 4-1 we see that the probability of choosing hypothesis 




Correspondingly, the probability of choosing when Hg is true is
f^th 
^ -00 P2(y) dy (4-3)
The value Vth depends on how much making mistakes costs the ob­
server, To make the situation more definite, we imagine that the cost
is true is G^j converse­
ly, making the mistake of announcing when Hg is true is Cg.
The product is called the average cost associated with %» and 
the product GgQg is the average cost associated with Hg. The average 
cost per decision may be obtained by averaging over all decisions which 
gives
for making the mistake of announcing Hg when H,
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= p + (l — p) C2Q2
p00 rvth
U(Vth) = P C1 l P^yJdy + (1-p). C2 I p2(y) dy (4-4)
This has been chosen as the system performance criterion, i.e,, for any 
particular decision rule used, the error probability is given by
VVth^ p
,00





In this case the cost of mistaking one signal for the other are assumed 
to be equal and we normalize each such that Cn = C2 = 1. This expression 
of course will change from mode to mode as the system learns or loses 
knowledge concerning the propagation medium*
Hence, we seek from Eq, (4-5) the value of which minimizes prob­
ability of error. To do this we differentiate Eq.(4-5)with respect to
V,, and set the derivation equal to zero. The result is th
' Tt5p7 "A. (4-6)
Moreover, it may be shown that the error rate is a minimum when R-^ and
R2 are defined as follows 
the quantity
,53
-A(y) = P2(y) pn (y)
For each piece of observed data y, compute
(4-7)
This is called the likelihood ratio. The region consists of values 
of y for which A(y) < A r, and R9 values of y for which A(y) > Ar
iswhere the critical value of
Pn=p7 (4 -a)
These regions defined by the obtained decision rule correspond t©
the Bayes criterion when the relative costs of each type of error are
equal® The minimum value Pg (V^) corresponds to the "Bayes Risk"
min
for equal costs® For our purposes, however, this will be the minimum 
average error probability that may be obtained in this mode of operation
using the Bayes rule derived from Eq. (4-7).
For the Gaussian distributions of Fig. 4-1 the minimum average error 




when p « 1/2*
4.5 Specification of the Optimum Receiver Structure
We shall now derive expressions for the operational forms of the 
likelihood rati© computer. Briefly restated, the problem is as follows 5 
the transmitter transmits one of two possible waveforms,
2k(t) = s^(t) cos COQt, (k = 1,2), which has a priori probabilities of 
transmission p^j the time structure of these waveforms and probabilities 
are known at the receiver as is a quasi-statistieal description of the 
channel. The likelihood ratio computer must operate on the received 
signal y(tf) so as to compute the likelihood ratio A.(y) for each trans-
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mitted baud and make its decision independent of previous or succeeding 
decisions.
Now, from Eq. (3-23) we have
**.(*') “ /La aisk(t* “ ^i) eos + V k = 1*2, (4-10)
With certainty, the channel output is y(t*) = x^(t') + n(t') if sub­
carrier Sj_ is sent and y(t') » x2(t') + n(t' ) if subcarrier s2 is sent. 
Therefore we may write for the conditional probabilities p(sjc|y)=p(xjcJy) 
and p(y|sk) * p(y|xk) = pk(y) for k - 1,2. We note pk(y) is the prob­
ability that we observe data y given subcarrier sk is transmitted. In 
particular, p^(y) is merely the probability that the noise will have 
the waveshape n(t') = y(t*) - xk(t•) during 0 4-1 4 Tx. However, we 
have already characterized the noise by its probability per unit volume 
of waveform space which is given by Eq. (3-3) as
Pk(y|% a, X ) = Pk \_ n(t») = y(t») - x^t')]
P,„(yK a, % ) = k exp
Expanding Eq, (4-11) and collecting terms we obtain
a, f ) = K (x^ y ) exp
x
Nr y(t') xk(t1) dt'
(4-12)
where
r rT*y) - k exp L” ^ £ I y2(tf) dt‘ + sT„ a£(t») dt»
(4-13)
}]
Assigning that we have estimates on the vectors Qt a, % at the receiver, 
(and these are the actual channel states) Eq.(4-13) may be used to obtain 
the decision rule for this mode of operation. From Eq. (4-7) we may write 
the likelihood ratio as
p2(y|%a*v)A (y ©* as X) =
i>1(y|M*,£)
(4-14)
and upon substitution of Eq. (4-12) into Eq. (4-14) and assuming the trans­





Making use of Eq.(4*
*A.^(y|®j>as X)
in Eq. (4-15) we further obtain 
n F 2a,- fT+'tiTT®^ hrM 1 yCfWf-t.
i-i 10 CO0t«+©i)dt|







y(t * )sk( t *-1% )eos (£0Qt»+©i )dt ‘ (4-17 )
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for k = 1,2 and i - 1,2***n, Substituting Eq, (4-1?) into Eq. (4-16) 
and taking logarithms we have the decision rule for this mode of opera­
tion, i.e*
. nm - 21 a± [q^ - qu]
1=1
(4-18)
The region B^ consists of values of y for which 
a
Z1 ai [q2i ” qli] < 1x1 pA-P = Vth 
1=1
(4-19
and Eg of values of y for which 
nZI ai [q2i “ qlll > ln pA-P = Vth
i=l
if p = 1/2, we easily obtain by combining Eqs. (4-19) and (4-20)




Mote here for n = 1, i.e. no multipath, the receiver structure does not 
depend on a priori knowledge of the a^'sj only its performance. Further­
more, the decision rule obtained is that which is performed by the 
classical ESK correlation receiver operating in the face of white Gauss-
. 5lan noise . -
In Chapter 5, we will show that Eq. (4-2]), which specifies a corre­
lation operation, may be equivalently performed by a filter matched to 
all time shifts of the transmitted waveform reversed in time.
Since we are assuming we know ®, the equivalent low pass system
which computes Eq* (4-2l) may be represented by using the matched filter









DETECTION STRUCTURE FOR MODE 1 
FIGURE 4-2
The receiver obtained thus passes y(t’) through a set of matched filters, 
samples the output of each matched filter at T+'t^, amplifies each sample
by a^, stores each in a memoiy unit, and at T+*£n sums all sample values. 
This sum is compared with the quanity = In p/l-p. If the sum is 
larger than Vth> subcarrier S2 is announced; conversely, subcarrier s^ is
announced
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This detection system is rigidly dependent on a priori knowledge of 
the vectors 3, a, and t * This implies that to operate the system in 
this mode, we must provide the receiver with estimates on the vectors 0t 
a, and qf, Strictly speaking this system would be impractical to build, 
if not impossible! however, it will serve as a basis of comparison for
all other modes of operation. This represents the best one can do and
the result may be thought of as an n-parameter PSK system since the over­
all receiver structure is analogous to a PSK system. It is important to 
note here that the receiver structure for this mode does not depend on
the signal bandwidth. This is because we have assumed prior knowledge on
(©, a, X) at the receiver. As we shall see, this is the only mode for 
which the receiver structure does not depend on signaling bandwidth,
4.6 Receiver Structure for Unknown £
In this case the phase of the received carrier must be treated as 
an unknown parameter. For this ease we must average over all possible 
3. From Eq. (4-12), we write
y(t*)x^(t•)dt (4-22)
o
In this case we have to make use of Eq. (4-13), i.e.
x^(t« )dt» - JiL, 21 a-ia^sk(t'-'ri)sk(t»-tj)
cos (£0ot«)cos (0) 0t * +©j )dt *
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•I T+'t.where E = \ sk(t‘-tiJcos (u)Qt» + ©^dt*.^ ,
Consequently, Eq, (4-13) becomes upon using Eq.(4-23)
r n -iK^x^y) = K(y) exp - 5 a?Bj - K(y,S) (4-24)
where R = E/Nq and K(y) = k exp [-»o J ytt»)df ] ,
©
Therefore, Eq,(4-22)may be rewritten as
n r pT+^i
Pk(yl%a,T) » K(y,a) IT exp 1 y(t» )sfc(t'-T^)
x-1 L o J <v'"i
cos (£*)Qt • +&i)dt «j (4-25)
when use is made of Eq, (4-24) and Eq, (4-1 Oi Since p(©^) is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed over the interval (0,2 IT) for all (i = 1,2, ♦•*n), 
it follows that
P,
:(y|a, t ) - p(e)pk(y|®,a,qj) d© (4-26)
Substituting Eq, (4-2$) into Eq. (4-2$, we may write
According to Woodward^, the above integral may be written as
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2T|| I A 11Pk(rla,T)-K(7>S}TT \ M^cost®^ + 8.
where
2
“kl - {,xki + Iki
2ki -
rT+TJ ±





\ sk(t* - ^ y(t») sin£J0t
®kt - tan'1 (Y^)
l^cos -Q ~ T^sin
Upon integration of Eq. (4-28) we get
n(a»T) - K(y,a) JT Io (-!p&)1-X “q
To obtain the decision role for this mode of operation, we again 
the likelihood ratio. Using Eq. (4-7), we have
&X)-A2(y|a,
X ) = P^yfa/tT













Taking logarithms of Eq. (4-33), we obtain the decision rule for mode 2, i.e, 
~n r
Region R-^ is defined for those values of y for which








and defined by Eq, (4-29a^ may be regarded as the envelope of q^ (©. )^\
Thus a matched filter operation followed by envelope detection is now a 
sufficient operation to perform on the received signal. However, the over­
all detection system is more complex and is illustrated in Fig, 4-3. In 
this case we have been able to utilize only 2 matched filters rather than 
2n. This is a result which is obvious from Eq, (4-23).
Electronically speaking, Eq* (4-33) specifies several operations,
First, the observed data is processed in a filter matched to the appropriate 
subcarrier and then envelope detected. Next, the envelope detector output 
is properly sampled with each sample being amplified by a^ and multiplied 
by an In IQ(x) characteristic. Finally, all samples are summed and com­
pared with ?th* If the sum is larger than ?th subcarrier Sg is announced,.
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cos U)0t
DETECTION STRUCTURE FOR MODE 2 
FIGURE 4-3
and if the stun is less then subearrier s^ is announced. The non­
linear weighting operation
y = In IQ(x) (4-35)
is essentially a quadratic device for small signal-to-noise ratios while 
for large signal-to-noise ratios the weighting is approximately linear,
1
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and In IQ(x) * x for x 1 (4-35a)
This non-linear weighting is such that all small peaks in the output of 
this envelope detector, which most probably came from the noise, are 
attenuated (x << l) while those peaks in the envelope detector output 
which most probably came from the true signal ,are enhanced. For n = 1, 
the receiver structure takes on the classical form used in ordinary FSK 
systems where the received information is processed by a matched filter
5followed only by envelope detectors and appropriate sampling equipment'. 
For n = 1, i.e. no multipath, the In IQ(x) operation and the amplifying 
operation may be dropped from the detection system. This is true be­
cause In I0(x) is a monotonic function and the receiver structure does 
not depend on a knowledge of the channel gain characteristic. The re­
ceivers* performance will, however, depend on the channel gain charac­
teristic. For n > 1 the receiver structure may be thought of as an n-
paramater FSK system since the overall receiver structure is analogous 
-x-to an FSK system ,
4.7 Receiver Structure for Unknown 75 and a
In this case the phase of the received carrier and the vector a 
must be treated as unknown parameters. We have already characterized 
the joint probability on and a^. In this case




PfcCyla, nc) - K(y) TT exp C-aiRl Vpi
i=l '
(4-37)
Substitution of Eq, (3-18) and Eq.(4-37) into Eq. (4-36), yields after 
simplification
n fsCO 2








x e“x I0(ax) dx = | exp tfl (4-39)
By making a change of variable in Eq. (4-38j namely, letting 
fl+2k?R
xi “ ai ^W ^
=K(y) TT -V f ^
k ' i=l l+2k?R \ 1 0 L No l+2k?R z\ 1
(4-40)






The decision rule which divides the decision space into regions R^ and *
* Turin^^ has arrived at this equation in studying a related problem. 
Several changes in notation are required before this is obvious.
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whereupon taking logarithms Eq. (4-42)becomes
In





where = value of k^*1 envelope at tf = T + ^ If In 
subcarrier Sg is announced whereas if ln.Ji.jCyf't > < ^ 
is announced as the transmitted signal.
subcarrier s^
In this case the decision surface is defined by the thickness of a 
shell between two n-dimensional spheres of radius
n r 2S-§ [A-
i=l K L1+2kiE- k = 1,2
(4-44)
In effect, if the thickness of this shell is greater than Vth> subcarrier 
S2 is announced! conversely, if the shell thickness is less than V^, 
subearrier s^ is announced. Here again, due to the multipath, the de­
cision surface is embedded in a suitably defined space of n-dimensions; 
whereas for n = 1 and = 0, the decision surface is a straight line. 
This seems to be a common occurrence when the link is affected by multi- 
path, i.e. we must in effect realize a more complicated decision sur­
face at the receiver.
In the light of a priori ignorance on a, the decision rule is such 
that noisy samples are suppressed, while non-noisy samples are accentu­
ated. This is apparently the best one can do in the light of uncertainty 
about the channel gain, a question which Brennans^ weighting theorem 
does not answer.
In terms of system parameters, mode 3's decision rule may be imple­
mented as illustrated in Fig, 4-4 where again we have made use of Eq. 
(4-2^.
SAMPLERS










In this case the carrier may be stored at the receiver with random 
phase, and the channel gain a is of no concern to the receiver structure. 
The detection system itself processes the received infomation in a pair 
©f matched filters, followed by envelope detectors. The output of the 
envelope detectors is sampled at each T + TJ ^ secondsj these samples
are squared and stored in a memory unit. At T■+ Tf the samples in the
memory are summed and compared with V., . If the sum belongs to R_, s, isth 11
announced, and if the sum belongs to Rg, Sg is announced. The only dif­
ference between this mode of operation and mode 3 is the weighting of the 
sample values,
4.8 Receiver Structure for Unknown ■6, a and 't.
In this ease the vectors Qf a, and % are all to be treated as un­
known parameters.. From Eq, (4-4l) we have
1-1 l+2kpt |_N^(l+2k^R)_ (4-45)
and in order to compute the likelihood ratio we need only compute
(4-46)
Pk(y) = L(^) Pk(y|^c) ax
and using the independence assumption on , we may writ e 
n
J P(V PK(yK.> (4-47)
Upon substituting Eq» (4-46) into (4-47), we obtain




viT) ,rV' i=l 2]2■ P(.V o j it,
i 2 *l+2k7R
Respite all the assumptions made heretofore to obtain Eq.(4-48) it 










kj^kj ^ j ^
“ ' < ■ (4-49)
or
n







For small signal-to-noise ratios this series converges very rapidly, and 
we may thus truncate the expansion after the first two terms. Thus Eq. 











and for equally reliable propagation modes (same statistics on the 
average) we have
Pk(y)









Forming the likelihood ratio for this mode, we get 
r> r T„+ 1 '"81











whereby taking logarithms of Eq. (4-53) we obtain
In y\.^(y) 85 n ^ln + E “ln [l + E ^(t I* -54)
where
e D4<x0 -
Eq.(4-54) is the decision rule for mode 4 when the signal-to-noise ratio 
is small* In this case the decision surface dividing regions R-^ and R? 
is highly non-linear in that the rule itself is not recognizable as a 
hyperplane or some other n-dimensional surface. In any case, if






(l ♦ E [4(t)]} -m \_1 - E < i [j^] (4-56)
then the observation belongs to R2 and subearrier Sg is announced} con­
versely, if
In £l + 1 [^(‘t)]} - In {l + E [?£(*. )]] > i (4-57)
From Eq.(4-54)the receiver structure may be interpreted as a set of 
filters matched to subcarriers s^ and Sg followed by envelope detectors 
square law devices, and then weighting factors obtained from a priori 
knowledge concerning the multipath structure. This detection system is 
shown in block diagram form in Fig. 4-5.
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DETECTION STRUCTURE FOR MODE 4 
FIGURE 4-5
In accordance with system operations shown in Fig* 4-5, we see that 
the optimum, system takes the envelope of the incoming signal, squares it, 
and integrates the energy received from all paths weighting the inte­
gration interval in accordance with p(T). This is the optimum system 
for very small signal-to-noise ratios. Intuitively, one might guess 
such a solution neglecting the weighting both in amplitude and delay; 
however, the above theory indicates how both operations must be per­
formed and no guesswork is involved.
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For large signal-to-noise ratios, one’s Intuition breaks down in
2that all the higher moments of M^( %) must be computed and used in mak­
ing the decision. The difficulties of instrumenting such a system are 
primarily three fold.
(1) Choosing the prior weighting p('t)*
(2) Synchronization of the finite-memory integrators
(3) Computation of higher envelope moments for high signal-to- 
noise ratio regions.
The first might be done away with by using Bayes Axiomj however, system 
performance is rigorously dependent on operations (2) and (3) as may be
seen by computing the likelihood ratio for high signal-to-noise ratios. 
Using Eq. (4-49)we have
where the expectation is to be taken with respect to f£Eq,(4-5S)in­
dicates the need for operations (2) and (3).
At this point it might be well to discuss, what might be done practi 
cally when the vector % is not known at the receiver. One suggestion 
would be to perform a "Rake T*ype« operation on the multipath pattern.
We call it a !,Rake Type" since it has resemblances of the operation per-









ILLUSTRATION OF A "RAKE TYPE” OPERATION 
FIGURE 4-6
It is seen from Fig. 4-6 that the operation is equivalent to sampl­
ing the multipath pattern 2WTm times in a interval Tffl seconds long, 
weighting and adding these sample values, then comparing their summed 
values with a present threshold. One obvious disadvantage hindering 
the performance of such a system is the additional noise contributed to 
the output due to those tap circuits which do not respond to significant 
propagation modes. Even if a human observer is provided to monitor each 
tap response and select only those which respond significantly to the 
propagation modes, one still loses in information content. Regardless 
of the observers past experience, he has to make a decision at each tap 
and the criterion which he must use to make the decision is certainly
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not optimum since he is mentally unable to compute, for each observation,
p (*£ |y) which represents the most information possible about % given a 
piece of observed data. No matter how human he may be, he can do no 
more than form P|_('t|y)»
Aside from the inability to remove the taps in a optimum way, there 
is another important loss involved* This has to do with sampling of the 
correlation waveform*
For this discussion we assume that the tap circuits which do not 
respond to significant propagation modes have been ideally removed* Un­
der these circumstances, if the propagation modes fall into multiple 
intervals of l/2W seconds apart then sampling takes place at the peaks 
of the correlation function; however, when this is not true, as is most 
likely the case one loses in signal-to-noise ratio in the same manner as 
in a FSK system whose output is sampled incorrectly* One may try to get 
around this by adding more taps to the delay line. This within itself 
may provide insurance for being above some pre-determined level on the 
correlation peak and may seem to be the answer to proper sampling of the 
multipath structure; however, an extension of thought will show that this 
is still not optimum. The primary reason is that in the filter outputs 
which do not respond to the transmitted signal, the additional taps need­
ed for proper determination of the correlation peak give rise to addi­
tional noise components in the output again reducing the signal-to-noise
ratio.
The amount of reduction remains to be determined; however, this 
operation is truly sub-optimum (except possibly at low signal-to-noise 
ratios) as is obvious from the decision rule obtained when is un—
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known* Finally, it is easy to show that in order to provide insurance
against being „95db down on a sin x/x correlation envelope one must
sample every l/8W seconds or use 4 taps per observed path. On the other
2hand, for (sin x/x) envelopes one gets the same insurance at a point 
,91 db down from the correlation peak by using the same tap spacings, 
i,e„, 4 taps per observed path each spaced l/6¥ sec apart. According 
to experimental observations concerning the performance of the actual 
"Hake System", addition of more taps did not appreciably increase sys­
tem performance. This indicates that addition of more tap circuits 
so as to provide insurance in peak sampling of the envelopes offsets 
any build up in signal energy and is probably attributed to the fact 
that additional noise components are injected into the output essenti­
ally nullifying any increase in signal energy.
4,9 Receiver Structure for Unknown a
In order to provide insight concerning the relative trade off for 
different a priori knowledge concerning the channel structure, it is 
necessary to predict the receiver structure for the condition where a 
is unknown.
To do so we begin by using Eqs.(4-22^ (4-23) and(4-24)in combination 
to obtain




yCkOsjjXt1 - X costu^t* + dt* (4-6©)
T© obtain the likelihood p. (y|§, %)> we have to form
) =
V _a
p(a) a, *"C) da (4-61)
Substituting Eq. (4-59) and Eq. (3-16) into Eq. (4-6]) and simplifying leads 
to
n pooP^Cyl^^) * K(y)TT j exp [-c^aj + q^aj da± ‘ (4-62)
l+2kj_Rwhere again = ——r- ** =-* •2kJ bi
inFortunately, the integral in Eq. (4-62) is tabulated^ as
pOO
I x exp £-ax^ + 2bxj dx = - —zrfi exp (b /a)
\ 2a or'
and upon applying Eq. (4-63) to Eq. (4-62) we arrive at
n
Pk(y|e,TO - K(y) ]JJ|i - bt3/ exp [bjq£]
CO
e“y2dy




The likelihood ratio for this mode may be written as
As far as instrumenting such a result it would be highly impractical as 
the receiver structure needed is quite non-linear. On the other hand, 
one may obtain more insight into this mode of operating by looking at 
the decision rule for high signal-to-noise ratios. What this entails is 
observing that at large signal to noise ratios the product of the Rayleigh 
and Gaussian density functions extended into negative region of y con­
tributes very little to the integral of Eq. (4-62), consequently we may 
write
n r go
) = K(y) TT
1=1J-00
which upon integration by completing the squares yields
n
Pk(y[%* 7t) = K(j)l ^ “~=~ qki exp(b±qki) (4-6?)
4
exp [-^a? + a^J da..
(4-66)
This same result may be computed by performing a limiting process on
Eq. (4-6i^. Thus Eq, (4-65) may be approximated by
(4-68)
Upon taking logarithms of Eq*(4-68^ we obtain the d eeision rale for this 
mode, i.e.
ln_^^(y |^, *£» ) = £ bj_ [jqgi — qi^j + In ^i/^li (4-69)
Mote the similarity between Eq. (4-69) and Eq,(4-1$. The electronic pro­
cess which enables -A. to be derived is one of cross-correlation and 
non-linear weighting. This is equivalent to matched filter operations 
followed by non-linear weighting.
Without drawing the receiver structure for this mode we see that 
combinationsof matched-filter outpubs taken at different delays are 
necessary to make the decision as to which subcarrier was transmitted. 
If, for example, 
n
^Z-lbi [521 " qliJ + ln ^21/^ii ^ ln
i=l y
(4-7©)
subcarrier Sg is announced, and if
n
j?\bi L4" 41+ in q2i/qii
i=l
(4-71)
subcarrier s^ is announced. Thus the decision rule obtained specifies 
regions E^ and Eg and the equation for this surface is
n
i=l
bi [% - 4] * 2x1 q2i/q0i ' 10 (4-72)
Obtaining a solution for this mode forces the use of Eq. (4-2$, 
namely the assumption that the transmitted waveforms are wideband, ©ur
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Eq. (4-64) makes an interesting comparison with Turins^ result for the 
phase coherent case, Turin shows, for the case he considers, that the 
optimum decision rule is that of performing non-linear operations on 
both the signal envelope and the cross-correlation samples qk^. On the 
contrary, for the case under consideration here, we need only perform 
non-linear operations on the cross-correlation samples q^. Moreover, 
the non-linear operations performed on these samples are quite different 
as may be seen by referring to the equations mentioned above.
4,10 Receiver Structure for Common Phase Measurement made on ©
In this situation we assume that the receiver has available the 
appropriate phase measuring equipment necessary to bring all echoes into 
common phase agreement, A similar operation is performed by the Rake 
system^» Upon substitution of Eq. (4-22) into Eq* (4-23), we get
Pk(y't )=K(y,a)exp j^2/No J 1 )sk(t '= 'ti)cos(£t)Qt *+©i )dt^]
(4-73)
Making the common phase measurement, we have
Pfj.Cyfea, *£ )=K(y,a)exp f-N° \ *X nrpia-jy(t * )sk(t»-/Ci)cos(t00t *+©)dt' o (4-74)
since
©•^ =s Q2 ® • ©£ 25 * • • ©^ 22 © (4-75)
and according to Woodward^, Eq. (4-74) may be written as
pk(yj©,a, <t)=K(y,a)exp
n
.Sx11111003 (®1+ e). (4-76)
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where
Mki = f 2 2\ hi + Tki (4-77a)
\±-
rT*ti




hi-' \ y(t*)sjc(tl-'tjL)sin&)0t* dt*
\
(4-77c)
®i * tan’1 Si
hi
(4-77d)
%s.w = X^- cos Q -Xj^sin © (4-77e)
In writing Bq. (4-74) we have ass timed that the random phase shift which 
must be inserted into the stored waveform is insignificant for ob- 
serving a change in % Instead of averaging Eq.(4-7©)over n inde­
pendent random variables, we must in this case average over just one 
random variable. Assuming that Q is uniformly distributed over the





Substitution of Eq. (4-7©) into Eq. (4-73) and using a result of Woodwards^
to perform the integration we easily get
2 2*Ai




where in this case is defined by Eq, (4-77). In Eq. (4-79) the argument 
of the IQ factor contains the n correlation samples which have been 
summed coherently before envelope detection.




Using Eq, (4-79) in Eq, (4-80,) we get
(4-80)
(4-81)
m A6- ia [S —
n
2a.
In I. \J—X M.1L li (4-82)
This decision rule says; after adding the n echces coherently, destroying 
their common phase by an envelope detector, weighting each sample by a^, 
and adding the n correlation samples, their sum must be weighted by In IQ, 
After such a computation, if
In Io in IQ
n
y ln(-P-) ^ 1-p (4-83)
announce subcarrier S2 was sent, and if
r n
za.i 1Mo^S — In I,I 2aIn lrt| .°li-l N, H-Lli In(^p) (4-84)
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announce subcarrier s-j_. The decision surface for such a system is then
given by
- In I0 i=l No 1-P (4-85)
The rule for this case makes an interesting comparison with Eq„ 
^-32) where no phase measurement is made. First of all, if n = 1, i.e. 
only one distinct propagation mode, the rules are equivalent as they 
should be, Consequently, the receiver structure is identical to those 
of FSK systems operating incoherently and in white Gaussian noise' ,,
5
as the non-linear weighting operation may be disregarded in this ease.
On the other hand, for p = 1/2, the non-linear weighting of the summed 
samples may be neglected since In IQ is a monotonic function. Therefore, 
if
(4-86)
the decision device announces subcarrier Spj conversely, s^ is announced. 
We take here the equality occurring with zero probability. Under such 
circumstances, the question would arise as to how much does one buy or 
lose in terms of error rate and equipment by making the phase measure­
ment over that of destroying ©, In terms of equipment destroying Q 
would be the simplest as is obvious. In terms of error rate this ques­
tion has not been answered. According to Brennan’s theorem^, maximum 
signal-to-noise ratio is obtainable under the common phase measurement





In this chapter we shall compute system performance for the various 
decision rules derived in Chapter IV. Particularly, we are interested in 
computing probability of error as a function of signal-to-noise ratio for 
the situations where the receiver has stored prior knowledge concerning 
the vectors (G, a, ~%), (a, "%), Ctf) and (©, hT). These vectors are 
assumed to be the actual channel states, however, in Section 5.4 we 
shall consider the case where the vector T is in error.
Finally we compare the performance of the individual receiver modes 
and draw conclusions from these results.
5.2 Error Analysis for Mode 1
For this case we are interested in system performance when ©, a, % 
are known at the receiver. We first compute the probability of error
given the channel gain a = (a,, a£....a^), the phase characteristic =-
© « (©8, " ©n)> and the multipath delay structure ^
By averaging this over the joint density function describing the channel 
fading and phase characteristics we determine the average error probabil­
ity.
Since the input to the receiver is Gaussian and the operations
which the receiver must perform in computing Eq. (4-21) are linear the
44output will also be Gaussian , Without loss of generality we assume 
here that p = l/2. The result may be made completely general; however, 
it is not necessary to obtain the error rate for general p since the
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inf omation source can always be encoded such that this is true. With
this assumption the system is assumed to be operating symmetrically,
n
By letting y “ -2L\is k “ 2j we hare the sum of n Gaussian 
i=l
distributed random variables. Thus y will be Gaussian with a mean and 
variance determined by the means and variances of the components. 
The problem is to determine a, % ) for k = 1,2, which is charac­
terized by its mean and variance. The subscript k indicates which sub­
carrier is assumed to be transmitted.
Since 6 is assumed to be known we may determine the mean and 
variance of p^(y j •§, a, % ) using the low pass equivalents of the wave-
(5-1)
forms y(t) and z^tt). Thus
rT+,ti
qki " \ h sk(t *• t±) y(t) dt
• thNow the i component of the decision rule may be written as
ai y(t) £s2(t- X±) - s-^t-^)] dt (5-2)s
T+TT.l
and in terms of the convolution integral as
.T+^i
y(t) h [t + X± - t] dt
ti
q2i ~ qli “ (5-3)
where
+ % m - t) - a. [s (t - «£ ) - s (t - )] t. < t < T + X
x l 2 ll c J x
= 0 elsewhere (5-4)
* In this Chapter we assume t* *» t,
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Upon letting A' = T + - t and substituting into Eq. (5-4) we obtain
h( A' - 'll) = \ [s2(T .+ X i - A') - s1(T + t i - A'^
fC± < t < T +
= 0 elsewhere (5-6)
Now for all i = 1,2,••*n, the receiver impulse response may be written 
as
n
h(A' ) = 2l h( A' “ ^i) (5-7)
i~l x
and substituting Eq. (5-6) into (5-7) we get 
n
h( a•) = ZI ai [s2(t + - AO - sx(t + •xi - A'J o<a*<tx
= 0 elsewhere (5-8)
Eq. (5-8) may be interpreted then as the impulse response of the receiver 
where the output of the filter is sampled at T + X £ .for all i = 1,* **n. 
We choose to represent this filter as shown in Fig. 5-1 where y(t) is the 





EQUIVALENT RECEIVER STRUCTURE 
FIGURE 5-1




b(^1) I hU2) ('&1-'tf2) d*C2. d<£ 1
-GO J -GO (5-9)
where ja^. is the autocorrelation function of the input signal y. Since 
the noise is white, the mean square value at the output at time t = T 
becomes




fiyyi ^ 1" ^2 ^ ^ F* ^ ^ ^ l~ ^2^ haS been USed ±n (5“9)*




fsk(T +%± -t) sk(T + 'fcj - t)] dt - 0 i '+ j (5-lla)
X
[sj_(T + t) Sj(T + rCj-tr|dt = 0 i ^ j (5-Ub)
Substituting Eq* (5-8) into Eq. (5-10) and using Eq. (5-1.1) results in
2 jj n 2 r 2
% - T Za \ H [32<t "ti-O -si(T ♦ X± - tj] ' *
(5-12)
Expanding the integrand of Eq. (5-12) and using the relationships
T+t±
|V(T.+ % i - t) s2(T + tii - t)j dt = ?\E (5-13a)
'i'g,
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To compute the mean value of the output under the assumption that 
s^ was transmitted we use the convolution integral
fz(t) = \ h( A') y(t - X ') d’A'o (5-15)
Upon substitution of y(t) into Eq. (5-15) and averaging over the ensemble
of noise functions we have 
■>T.CLx
Z3TO = \ ^ v SL aiajSi(t + *t, j- V)
[s2(T + tf /V') -s1(T + T . - A' )3 +
'TX
n( A') y(t - A •) d A' (5-16)
Now n( A) = 0 and
fs^t+'t^-A')] [sa^+'ti-AO-s^T+^i-AO] dA» = o
X
o
for all i ^ j. (5-17)
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Ihus Eq. (5-16) becomes upon integration and using Eq. (5-17) 
n 2zjlo) ~ ~~ y \ aj_ e(i -A)
i=l
(5-18)
Similarly if S2 is transmitted we get
n
iJC©) “ 21 4 E(1 - a.)
i=l
(5-19)
Thus we may now write the conditional densities at the output under the 
hypothesis s^ was transmitted as
si 2__,_ _ s**i 2
i 1^4*^
^(71%^)= .. '........—------ exp
n'2rr2aiEN0(i-A)
i»l
U i=l X -4
n 24 mo^ -*)
(5-20)
The situation for these two distributions is depicted in Fig. 4-1
showing regions and Rg where the crosshatched region is a random 
variable whose area is determined by S'. Using Eq. (4-9) we write the 
conditional error rate as’*






* A more standard notation for this conditional error rate would be 
P [error|a-]_,• • *an"] $ however, for comparison purposes we shall consider 
the ease for which the a£*s are fixed and it is convenient to use the 
notation of Eq. (5-21).
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To compute the average error rate we must average over the channel gain 
characteristics, i.e.
0, a, ^ 
PE(n) * « # * p(a-|_* • *an) Pg(a^* • *an) da-^* • »dan (5-22)
a1 an
where the superscript notation indicates what parameters are being es­
timated at the receiver . As Eq. (5—22) now stands it is difficult to 







Eq. (5-21) may be written as
PE(X) - (5-24)
Now X itself is a random variable whose distribution may be determined
by use of characteristic functions. It is shown in Appendix II that 
p(X) is given by
=0 elsewhere (5-25)
* When superscripts appear above the symbol Pg(n) they are used to 
denote what channel parameters are being measured at the receiver. These 
measurements are assumed to be the actual channel parameters except where 
noted otherwise.




-x2e x dx (5-26)
while making use of the Jacobian of the transformation Eq. (5-26) be­
comes




With this change of variable Eq. (5-22) results in integration over a
simple plane, i.e.
©.a, t
PE(n) p(z) PE(z) dz (5-28)
Upon substitution of Eqs. (5-26) and (5-27) into Eq. (5-28) and rewrit­
ing we have
p CD p 001 i ! n-l -z -x2©,a,TTPEU) ■ Vrf P (n) Z @ @ dxdz
fkzMi-X) (5-29)
Integration of Eq. (5-29),with respect to x first,is impossible without 
using the asymptotic expansion of Erf (x). This may be done? however, 
the resulting series when integrated term by term along z diverges*.
Noting that the integrand is well behaved over the x-z plane, orders of
\ a,*t
integration may be interchanged and the resulting expression for P (n)
E
is given by the recursion relation
-83
Qj & ^ *£ Qj 8,p *%
PE(n) - PB(n-l) - |
(5-31)
This result is derived in Appendix III*
Eqs, (5-21) and (5-3©) have been plotted over the same range of 
values as a function of signal-to-noise ratio. These curves represent 
optimum system performance obtainable from mode 1 and are shown in
Fig* 5-1 has been arrived at by assuming all propagation modes have 
the same strength, say a. Observation of these curves may seem to in­
dicate that the presence of multipath actually increases system perform­
ance, i.e. for a fixed signal-to-nbise ratio, the error rate actually 
decreases as n increases* This, however, is not what the results say. 
These curves merely point to the importance of using the energy from 
all propagation modes in making the decision as to which waveform was 
transmitted. For example, consider a time when n = 4 and the receiver 
under operation utilizes the energy arriving from one propagation mode. 
To obtain the same performance as with a receiver which utilizes all 
the signal energy we would have to increase the transmitter power of 
the former by about 8db„ For the fading case, the transmitter power 
must be increased by about 14 db in order to realize an error rate less 
than 10""^.
©omparisom of Fig, 5-2 with Fig. 5-3 strikingly illustrates the
Fig, 5-2 and Fig. 5-3 for various values of n and for 'A = -1.
effects of variations in channel gain on system performance, i„e. selec­
tive fading on the link. In particular for n = 1 the two curves of 
Fig. 5-2 and Fig, 5-3 represent respectively the operations of a PSK 
system performing in the face of white-Gaussian noise and white-Gaussian
noise with non-selective Rayleigh Fading, This provides a check with
5 13the results obtained by Turin and Montgomery , For n > 1, however, 
the system diverges into a n-parameter PSK system taking information 
from all propagation modes to make the decision. In this case, for 
more than one propagation mode, we see the importance of using the 
information from all propagation modes to make the decision. For a 
given set of a|s, the relative gain in signal-to-noise ratio is not 
as drastic an increase as' the case where the average is taken. This 
illustrates the ill effects produced on the system performance when 
variations in channel gain take place.
On the one hand comparing the two sets of curves for low signal- 
to-noise ratios, the channel gain variation itself does not cause 
such inferior system performance, while the price paid at high signal- 
to—noise ratios increases as the signal-to-noise ratio increases. This 
shows the deleterious effects eaused by a variation in channel gain 
characteristic. On the other hand, the price to progress succes­
sively from n = 1 to 1© on either curve is paid for at the transmitter 
in terms of bandwidth. Bandwidth itself is then the important para­
meter in combatting the effects due to multipath.
Lastly, in addition to more propagation modes in the case of fixed 
channel gain is not as important in terms of error rate as for the case 
where the mode gains are random.
0.00.1
00001
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It is interesting to note the actual gain in signal power obtained 
over that resulting from using one propagation modes, This is. illustrat­
ed in Pig, 5-4 for fixed values of error probability, i.e. along any 
curve the error rate remains constant as n is varied. The p factor is 
defined as the db improvement in signal power obtained over that of one 
propagation mode for a fixed error rate. From these curves we see that 
the relative improvement depends on the value of n as well as Eg, In 
either case, as Pg decreases the relative gain increases as one might 
expect.
On the one hand, for no variation in channel gain, dependence of 
p on Pg(a) is insignificant, and for n > 6 the curves begin to taper 
off indicating that use of more propagation modes largely reiterate 
what is already known, i.e. gathering energy from other modes is large­
ly wasted in terms of error rate.
On the other hand, averaging over the channel gain a we see quite 
the contrary. The separation of the curves is highly dependent on the 
error rate. For values of n <4 the rate change of p is quite rapid; 
however, for n > 4 saturation takes place first for higher error rates. 
Here the effects of variations in channel gain are quite evident,
5,3 Error Analysis for Mode 2
In this case we compute the 1^ joint probability density function
for measuring at the output of the second matched filter amplifier
combination and H-,. at the output of the first matched filter amplifier 
J-1 n
combination under the assumption that y(t* )=ZIa
i=l
+ n(t*)» To determine the joint probability function pO^^M^Ja^) we 
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and the delay structure to X = (rC1*** TS ), thereby obtaining first the
a^) and then obtaining the
former by averaging over We need only to compute the joint density 
thfunction on the i sample point because
conditional density function P(^i
The fact that Eq. (5-32) may be factored is intuitively obvious 
since we have taken the case where the two transmitted signals are 
orthogonal, i.e. A = 0, and we have chosen the bandwidth of the trans­
mitted waveform sufficiently wide to provide independent distinguishable 
waveforms at the output of either filter combination. See Eq. (4-23). 
We begin first by showing mathematically the requirements under which 
Eq. (5-32) is true.
To write Eq. (5-32) as a product has required us to assume that the
temporal variations of the signal envelope are independent at the sampl­
ing instants %These temporal variations are physically related to
the incoherent addition of the random waves received from different por—
thtions of the transmission volume. A typical time-record of the k
signal envelope is shown in Fig, 5-5 together with the time-displaced
vector voltage diagram corresponding to the sampling instants t X ,
i l
and %2 ~ The basic theoretical problem is to predict how close
together in time tj_ and t£ may be so as to obtain statistically inde­
pendent samples. To do so we must compute the joint temporal probability 












t,hTYPICAL TIME RECORD OF k SIGNAL ENVELOFE 
FIGURE 5-5
The distribution of the time-displaced signal amplitudes depends on the 
four dimensional, probability density for the set Now
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for i » 1, 2,»♦* n and qk(%) = Xkicos©jL + Tj^sin%, Since y(t) is 
Gaussian, the individual orthogonal signal components Xki and Ik^ are 
distributed in a Gaussian manner at each instant and the required 
density is of the four dimensional Gaussian multivariate form. Thus 
we have from Ref. 46, for n random variables, that
where m^ » ECX^)
and where A is the covariance matrix of the elements
-E IX - V - ■%>]
It is shown in Appendix If that
E CXkil = ai E cos % * Xki
E Ej-kiH ai E % = Yki
1 CXkiXkJI = aiaj e2°os % cos if IV^! >
1 LYkiXkj] = aiaj Q± sin if |nCT± | >
(5-36) 




from which we may obtain
E t^kAiH^kiO = 0 
E E^crfd.) ^Xk“ 0 lf I^T^il > 2W> 1 ^ j
E l^Yki“Yki^ ^Ykj“\j^ = © xf J'ty'SjJ > 2w> 1 ! 3 (5-37)
E [(Xki-\i)2] = E [(Yki"Yki)2] " 1 " Vn-
E E(Xki_Xki^ ^Ykj"Ykj^ = 0 IV^il > 2? 1 ^ ^













Hence the covariance matrix becomes diagpnallfced. when I*C j ^
which is equivalent to saying that we must not try and sample within 
any propagation mode to obtain more information. Each mode contains 
information and should be used to our benefit at the receiver. Using
the multivariate form, Eq. (5-35) and Eq. (5-3©) we see that all terns 
in the double sum drop out if n ^ m. Thus








Making the cylindrical transformations Yki = %i C0S Yki “ MkiSin©^ 
we get after simplification and use of the Jacobian
The joint amplitude distribution for and M^j is obtained by integrat
ing this expression over both phase angles. The result is
2
„[■ , atH ,5Ai
p a GJ |^| yz
i=l V 2 J w m
(5-41)
for 1% •-*!/. I y 1/2W. let racing the above derivation for n sample 
' 3 "min
points we easily






%? ■ © LN© J (5-42)
for JXj— | ~~ Mk^> ® for a11 i * 1,2,and
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p jl^, A*tf] = © for Mj£< 0 for all i = 1,2,**n (5*42)
In effect, this result says that the temporal sample values are statist! 





for all i f j (5-43)
Consequently, factorization of Eq.(5-32) is justified.
We may now compute the i^ component of Eq. (5*32). As before the 
quantities Xki and Iki given by Eq. (5-34) are Gaussian distributed for 
a given 1, a, and tT, since they are linear combinations of Gaussian ran­
dom variables. Upon using the joint probability for the Gaussian random 
process of I dimensions , it is shown in Appendix V that
[zi Mki - 2aiE (5-44)
k=l
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X2i ooJII 08 Ai
(5-45)








low p(M2i, J ai) may be obtained by integration over 02i an<*
%> i.e.
f P2TT
-V*!5 = p 02i |pC^^i^i^i
o
which gives upon substitution of Eq* (5-46) into Eq. (5-47)(See Appendix 
V) and integrating
j -afE - ^21*Mli
p(M2i,Mli|ai) = Mg^e e 2 \fH %) (5-48)
Mow
I poo
p(M2i| ai) = J p(M2i'Mli|ai> ®li (5-49)




p(Mli ai) = Mli e ^ 0 (5-51)
= o elsewhere
Eqs. (5-50) and (5-51) are respectively the density functions associated
4* lr«with the i sample point of the matched filter amplifier outputs one 
and two under the assumption that subcarrier Sg was transmitted.
In the mode further non-linear weighting at each sample point is 
required, i.e, the decision rule says compute
and compare with zero. The a^’s do not appear here since they have 
been included in deriving ptM^). let us define
^ki = ln 1
r2Mkii° L n0J for all i = !,*••• n and k = 1,2. (5-52)
Now the distribution function associated with m^ is by definition
Fmkl(A'> *Prob C“ki< *'3 ■?n",{laI.[^]< *']
(5-53)
which may be written as 





{■[> N. -1( A ) ~ Prob < I < -§ I( +x1 (5-55)
I. -1 V
which is the distribution function of evaluated at XQ (e ).
^ I0 _1 (eA' )] (5-56)
F (A) = F 
\i \i
To obtain the probability density of m^ we may differentiate Eq. (5-56)
with respect to A * obtaining
AiUl) _
a a* A A*
-1 i>
j* *» (e >
l. (5-57)




“ I 2 xo
-1 ,4 v
(e )
ki ai^ ®ki (5-58)
for all i = 1,2,‘“n and k = 1,2.
At this point we now need the density function associated with the 
sum of the weighted sampled nu., i.e. the density function associated 
with % = 4^ which requires performing an n-fold convolution on 
Eq. (5-58). This is easily seen to be a formidable problem, consequently 
we disregard the non-linear weighting constraint placed on the receiver 
structure and seek the Prob. [ St ^2i ^ S%i] given that subearrier 
Sg is transmitted. This is the probability of making an error in ab­
sence of the non-linear weighting.
To perfora such an operation we first need to compute the density
n
function associated with Mj^ or p(M^.')* This may be done by use
i=l
of characteristic functions or convolution* We attempt the former by 
first finding the Fourier transforms of Eq, (5-50) and Eq. (5-51)« In 
attempting to find the distribution for the sum of n random variables by 
the method of characteristic functions, the immediate trouble is that the
characteristic functions of Eq* (5-50) or Eq. (5-51) are not obtainable 
in closed form. To give an idea of the difficulty involved, the charac
interistic function, Cjj (j W) of the noise alone may be shown to be^'




[_e dx + (5-59)
and
n .
o jdu) = TT G„ (J«) (5-60)
k i=l li
To substitute Eq, (5-59) into Eq. (5-60) and then to obtain the
anticharacteristic function is practically impossible, not to mention
the anticharacteristic function of the signal plus noise,
Thus, to analyze the error rate for this mode of operation is
formidable. We could obtain the Gram-Charlier series expansions for
the signal plus noise and noise samples in essentially the same manner
48as done by Marcum and Swerling . This, however, would be an approxi­
mation good only for large signal-to-noise ratios and would require a
Considerable amount of numerical work to get results* According to 
49 . ,Lawson-Uhlenback , Eq* (5-50) approaches the Gaussian distribution for




if subcarrier s^ is transmitted.
For n = 1, the problem may be solved exactly by using Eq. (5-4&),
and integrating we get
/ 2_ (a.R+







which is equal to. -a?R +a?R/2 -a?R/2
Pg(lja) - e 1/2 e = 1/2 (5-64)
and averaging this over the channel gain we obtain
PE(1) =---V (5-65)
2+2k R
5 10 19for n “ lj these results have been obtained by several author's * ' ,
It is interesting to compare this case for a * 1 with that of the
50Kineplex System which utilizes an adaptive technique. Lawton has
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given the conditional error rate of the Kineplex System as
PE(l|a) = 1/2 e (5—66)




Using Eq. (3-18) and Eq. (5-64), we have upon substitution and inte­
gration
Pe(D = -ij- (5-68)
2+4k.E
Eqs. (5-64), (5-65), (5-66) and (5-68) are plotted in Fig. 5-6. For 
n >1 considerable numerical work needs to be done to obtain results.
It is felt here, hox^ever, that such tedious computations would not be 
of great value since we shall establish upper and lower bound on system 
performance.
Also shown in Fig. 5-6 are numerical results obtained from Eq. 
(5-21) and Eq. (5-31) for n = 1. They represent the PSK system perform­
ance in the presence and absence of Rayleigh Fading.
From these curves we see that in any case fading does not appreci­
ably hurt link performance for low signal-to-noise ratios. On the 
contrary for large signal-to-noise ratios fading on the link produces 
serious effects. It is also seen that one loses about & db in power 
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noj.se ratios. Also in evidence is the fact that Kineplex is superior to 
the non-coherent FSK system by about 3 db for both fading and non-fading 
modes. While Kineplex, compared with ES^is about 2 db inferior for 
small signal-to-noise ratios, performances tend to approach each other 
for large signal-to-noise ratios.
5.4 Error Analysis for Mode 3*'
In the last section we found that for n > 1 it was very difficult 
to analyze system performance. However, in this mode we shall be able 
to obtain an exact expression for system performance as was done in
mode 1
In -A.oCyl't) =2Liv 1-1
n
(5-69)
Under the assumption that p = 1/2, we have Vth = °‘ If we now assume 
all propagation modes are equally reliable we then seek
Prob (5-70)
given that subcarrier s2 was t ransmitted. This will be the probability 
of mistaking s^_ for s2.
Now from Eq. (5-50) we may obtain p(M2j_) by integration over a^,i,e
?(%) = roo p(ai) p(M2i|ai) da.
1 (5-71)
o
* " . This derivation is formally similar to one given by for a
different problem.





“ © elsewhere (5-72)





k - 1,2 (5-73)
Since the are independent random variables we may use Eq. (5-72) t©






2and pO^) may be obtained by making a change in variables and using





' ttThe change of variable is (M^)! = Mg^/2 and we have dropped the 
prime on the new variable without loss of generality.
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A similar procedure may be applied to Eq* (5-51) in order to arrive at 
p(M1;L) - exp [“H^] (5-76)
= 0 elsewhere ,
Mow Eq, (5—75) and Eq. (5-76) are respectively the probability density 
function associated with the i values of the signal plus noise and 
noise samples,
Since we will be performing an estimate on Xi we need to account
"Hnfor an error in the measurement. Consequently, we expand the i sampl­
ing point into a Taylor series about X ., This may be done by use of a
ITsignal function in the same manner as was done by Woodward^’, i,e,
■ i1 -v;2/2t<■* - vl]
= K±(X ) i (5-77)
for small values of ( X - X ^). Note when X - X^». M^( X ) - 








Normalization of Eq, (5-78) is not necessary here, at least to a first 
approximation, since K^(X) = 1 and exp x = 1 + x = 1 for large signal- 
















Under the assumption that the propagation modes are equally reliable 






Taking the inverse transform we get
|l+2k R.
ti r - K( *)
1 M n-1 l+2k2R 
fTnJ * e (5-82)
- 0 elsewhere
for the signal plus noise and setting R = 0 and % = ^C-i we get
n-1 -M,
M1> 0
= 0 elsewhere (5-83)
Now
l+2k R l+2k R
(5-84) and performing the integration we get
■' r^r] “





KOC )+l+2k^R 2+2k?R- | *{%-%%)2
Thus for ( % - *Z ^) < < 1 we have,
n) . L^-]n y ^v-x) 
[i+2k r j ^ nn)r(v)













Assuming perfect estimation, i.e., % - ^ for all i = l,2,***n 
rearranging, Eq. (5-88) becomes
(5-89)
where PE(l) = 1 g-- and Pc(l) - 1-PE(1). Therefore Eqs. (5-8?) and
2+2k?R
(5-89) represent error rates for noisy and ideal estimation respective­
ly.* We shall discuss this problem later on when the a posteriori in­
formation on a given test signal is derived.
On the other hand, we return to Eq. (5-80) when all propagation 













Assuming all b^ are distinct Eq. (5-90) becomes 
' n n
~ JT0*" (bi-bj)
2 i=l j=lk/j 1 3 U




* Letting - t ., our Eqs, (5-88) and (5-96) reduce to a result de­













pfc t ) = K^e H2 > ©
elsewhere (5-94)
Now the probability of an error may again be computed by substitution of 
Eqs. (5-33), (5-94) into Eq* (5-34). This is done in Appendix VI, the 
result is
n n
V»> sk;V=1 J (5-95)






I. ,l|i, l„l ...3, Ml .
2+2^-! [(T -tj)2].
(5-96)

















Eq, (5-96) and (5-97) describe the system performance when the propaga­
tion modes are not equally, reliable as well as for use of perfect and 
noisy estimates at the receiver.
Eq. (5-89) has been plotted for various values of n in Figt 5-7. 
Again these curves show the importance of using the information received 
from all propagation modes.
The increase in signal power over that of one more p is plotted 
versus n in Fig, 5-8. From these curves we see that p depends on Bg, 
as well as n. On the one hand, in either of the three cases plotted,p 
increases quite rapidly for n K. 4> and on the other hand increases quite 
slowly for n > 4. For n > 8 not much is bought by use of more propagation 
modes; consequently this places an upper bound on the number of samples 
to take in making the decision, i.e, the information obtained for n ^ 8 
largely reiterates what is already known,
. Eq. (5-88) has been plotted in Fig, 5-9 for the case where sampl­
ing takes place about .9 db down from the central correlation peak. 
Comparison of these curves with the ideal sampling curves of Fig, 5-7 
shows that for large signal-to-noise ratios not much is lost in terms 
of over-all system performance. The loss is realized in the low signal- 
to-noise ratios regions.
5.5 Error Analysis for Mode 5
We now consider the error analysis for mode 5* As before we will 
write down the main steps in analyzing the performance of this mode and 
leave all the mathematical details for the appendix. In this ease the 
decision rule at high signal-to-noise ratios obtained for this mode 
calls for non-linear operations on the sample points, namely compare
0.001
0.0001
pROQABIL tTY OF ERROR VERSUS AVERAGE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (db)
FIGURE 5-7
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zi bi K - qi3 * in wiii
i®l
(5-98)
with In (^~). For convenience we assume p = 1/2 and furthermore neg- 
leet the non-linear operation In which the optimum receiver must
perform. At any rate even though the resulting rule under the above 
assumption is sub-optimum, it first lends itself to practicality, and 
secondly,, will give insight as to how much one pays in terns of error 
rate when the channel gain characteristic is unknown a priori.
Thus we assume, as before, subcarrier S£ was transmitted and then 
ask for -
Prob.
i=l 1 i=l li
assuming all propagation modes are equally reliable.
This is the probability that we will make a mistake* The only dif­
ference in this rule and that for. mode 1 is that we now take the sample 
values and square them rather than weight them with a knowledge, concern­
ing the channel gain. This is apparently the best one can do in such a 
state of uncertainty and is a question which Bremman's^ theorem does 
not answer. '
To begin the analysis we first write the conditional density 
function at the output on the second matched filter, i.e.






00 p(ai) P2(yJ%aI» ^ i)dai
0
(5-100)
Upon substitution of Eq. (3-10) and Eq. (5-99) into Eq. (5-100) we have
P (ys
4
oo ^ af^ (yj-Q’jE)2 
0 2k? e ENo da±
o (5-101)
Under the assumption that the signal-to-noise ratio is large we ma^ to 
a first approximation, extend the limits of integration to -oo since the 
tail of the Gaussian curve multiplied by the extended Rayleigh function 
contributes very little to the integration.
Upon integration of Eq. (5-101) and normalization of the result we 
arrive at*
yj_ > 0 (5-102)
= 0 elsewhere
This says that for large signal-to-noise ratios the sample points on the 
average are Rayleigh distributed.
On the other hand assuming the noise has zero mean, the output densi-
i* uty function of filter 1 may be written for the i sampling instant as
exp
EKL( l+21o R) l2EM«(l+2k^R).
* The details are accomplished in Appendix ?II*
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pl(nJet<rti) (5-103)
Eqsi (5-114) and (5-115) are respectively the density functions associat­
ed .with the signal plus noise and the noise samples, ^
We now see p Is “ S and p t^ |5« ^] •
Since the sample points- are statistically independent., the method of 
Characteristic functions may be used to obtain p(S) and p(N), The de­




l+2k2R. S > 0
0 elsewhere
(5-IGA)
and for P(N.) we have
n/2-1
N exp (-N)!N > 0 (5-105)
j
= 0 elsewhere




and the probability that Eqt (5-106) is true under the hypothesis that
subcarrier was transmitted is the probability of an error for a given 
n, ©, and *C\ Therefore Eq, 5-106 may be written as
©,t
PB(n) = i 00 p(S) dS ooB (5-107)
and upon using Eq. (5-106) in Eq. (5-107) we have
P (n) «
oo •00
dS . -1 -N ■I e dN (5-




-Ne dN = P(n/2) - T(n/2,S) (5-109)






t e dt (5-1U)
which is the integral of the incomplete Gamma function.
Substituting of Eq. (5-104) into Eq* (5-100),integrating, and sim-
p(s) r(|, S) dS (5-112)
for odd values of n. At this point further integration must be done 
numerically.








which may be integrated exactly. This operation is shown in Appendix 
VIII to be
PE(n) n P(n+v~l)r(n)rTvT (5-114)
where
P (1) = , Pc(D " (5-H5)
2+2k^R
and m - n/2 with n= 2,4,6***.
Eqs, (5-112) and (5-114) specify system performance for large signal- 
to-noise ratios. Eq, (5-112) is valid for odd n and Eq. (5-114) being 
valid for even values of n. Plotted in Fig. 5-10, is Eq. (5-H4) for 
various values of n. For comparison we have illustrated the performance 
for the optimum system when ^ = 0, This comparison shows that about
COMPARISON OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE FOR MODES
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1/2 db in signal power is lost due to prior ignorance about the channel 
gain a.
5.6 Comparison of the Performance of Modes 1« 3 and 5
To this point we have seen the advantages of using the information 
from all propagation modes in terms of increasing system performance as 
well as the improvement due to phase measurement performed by the Kine- 
plex System.
Here we wish to discuss the theoretical gain achieved by measuring 
channel parameters such as the phase characteristics 5, channel gain a, 
and multipath delay structure,"*?". From these Curves we may determine 
whether or not the gain obtained is sufficient to suffice for the addi­
tional cost and/or complexity in adding this measuring equipment at the 
receiver. This question is analogous to the question asked in use of a 
diversity scheme using spaced antennas or several receivers. Does one 
gain sufficiently in protection against deep fades by using additional 
antennas or receivers when compared with the cost associated with such 
a scheme?
In consideration of the above statements we have used date from 
previous sections to draw the set of curves in Figs. 5-11, 5-12, 5-13 
and 5-14.
Situations are depicted for n - 1,2,3,4 and S for the case where 
the phase characteristic and multipath delay structure X are measured, 
where only the multipath structure T is measured, and where all three 
vectors are measured.
We break the comparison into two parts. First, we take the case 
where one measures the X. vector only and compare this with a measure-
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ment of (©, TJ) characteristic. By observing Fig. 5-H through 5-14, it 
is interesting to note that in any case, i.e. n = 2,4,6,$ or 10, a gain 
of about 2-1/2 db in signal power is obtained. On the contrary, we have 
already indicated that only about l/2 db in signal power is bought by 
measuring only the channel.gain a* This then says that in terns of in­
crease signal power, the phase measurement © is more important than the 
channel gain measurement a. The exact amount of improvement depends on 
the signal-to-noise ratioj whereas the above figures are for the median 
of the range.
Secondly, we consider the case where the measurement on (©,a,"Tf) 
is made and compare that with measurement of multipath delay structure 
only. Again this relative gain is for all practical purposes inde­
pendent of n as is seen by observing Figs. 5-11 through 5-14. In this 
case we make two observations, one for low signal-to-noise ratios and 
one for high signal-to-noise ratios. For this situation the relative 
signal power gain turns out to be $ db for low signal-to-noise ratios 
and about 6-1/2 db for high signal-to-noise ratios, the result being 
independent of n. .
In conclusion we have that for any n > 1 and given the measurement 
on X, the phase characteristic © is more important than knowledge 
of the channel gain S'. For n ® lj Fig, 5-12 includes this comparison.
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CHAFTER VI
IDENTIFICATION OF THE CHANNEL STATES
6,1 Introduction
In the preceeding chapters we have investigated system performance
under the assumptions that various channel parameters are known in terns 
of estimates at the receiver. We have also derived the decision rules
required for different a priori knowledge concerning the channel.
In this chapter we will consider the problem of identifying the 
channel parameters using the a priori knowledge available on their 
statistical distributions, To do this we derive the a posteriori prob­
ability density function at the receiver given a piece of observed data. 
This represents the most information obtainable about these parameters
having been given a knowledge of y* • In what follows we shall desig—
’
nate the vector being estimated by x and its estimated values by x.
There are several methods available for making a definite choice
between the various values which x may take on. In any case, we are
■ . .3 ' 3 _#
given a piece of data Tj seconds long from which we must announce X 
in the “best” possible manner. Tj is taken here to be the identifica- 
tion time allotted for making this estimate.
6.2 Theoretical Basis for Channel Identification
The word "best" needs some explanation in that there are several 
criteria available for making the announcement on x at t ■ Tj.
One method of choosing 5T is that of maximum likelihood. In this 
case we choose that value of x for which p(y|x) is a maximum. In cer­
tain problems information is conserved by making this point estimate,
but in nEny other problems no method of interpreting y in terms of 
single x conserves the total information about x which p(yjx) contains. 
This method is usually applied in the absence of a priori knowledge and 
in some cases conserves all the information in y. Namely, this happens 
when one may present at the estimator output, p(yjx), for all possible 
values of x for a given y.
Another method which may be employed when a priori knowledge p(x) 
is available is t© select that value of x for which the a-posteriori 
probability, p(xjy), is a maximum. This is the method that we shall 
employ for making estimates on the various channel states.
Aside from the above theory we now return to the problem of para­
meter estimation where we are given noisy data representing a signaling 
state.at the transmitter. Besides abstracting the information as to 
which subcarrier was transmitted, we also wish to use this data as a 
means of deriving from it the identification signal. We define the 
identification signal as being that waveform which carries the vector 
being estimated. This identification signal will be operated on s© as 
to produce the modification signal necessary to optimize the receiver*s 
performance with respect to the minimum P_ criterion*
Now at the transmitter we transmit a signal with known parameters. 
By signal parameters we mean, subearrier epoch, carrier frequency, 
carrier phase, and the amplitude of the transmitted waveform* We desig­
nate these respectively by X , 0>c, % and a. Without loss of generality 
w© choose the set for which X - 0, ■ cdQ, Q ■ 0, and a ® 1* This
then agrees with 33q. (2-1)^ i.e., the waveform transmitted into the 
channel may be written as
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zk(t) = a sk(t-t) eos(cJet + ©) k - 1,2 (6-1)
in general, and in the particular ease chosen as
zk(t) = sk(t) eos cJQt t ^ f, k - 1,2 (6-2)
The situation at the transmitter is illustrated in terms of signal 
parameters in Fig. 6-1, where it has been characterized by a rector in 
4-space of which two components are identically zero. It is convenient
SIGNAL PARAMETER SPACE AT THE TRANSMITTER 
FIGURE 6-1
to point out that the signal containing the parameters W a, % is
encoded into a signal of high dimensionality and the above 4-spaee does 
not represent a space for zk(t) but only the parameters which it possess­
es* It is the signal parameters we wish to estimate, not the signal.
This is what the decision must determine, i.e. which subearrier was 
transmitted given estimates on the signal parameters. This problem of
channel estimation is analogous to that arising in a communication system
52transmitting signal parameters for message states. In either case Shannon
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shows that it is possible to encode the message states into waveforms so
that the observed data will indicate these message states with as little
ambiguity as we please provided we do not attempt to signal at a rate
exceeding the channel capacity, In this case we transmit highly coded
waveforms into the channel, the channel in turn encodes the transmitted
waveform into a set of channel parameters which we wish to estimate at
the receiver and which are analogous to the message states spoken about
52above. According to Shannon , then, we may determine these parameters 
with as little ambiguity as we please provided we do not attempt to ex­
ceed the channel capacity which is now only determined by the noise n(t»')* 
At the output of the channel encoder we have a different situation* 
The characterization of the output signal x^(t1) in terms of the channel 
code has already been done (Chapter III), In terms of the channel para­
meters we may rewrite Sq, (3-23) in vector form as*
x^t *) - a sk(t* - x") cos(aTrkt* +3) (6-3)
In such a case we see that, thus far, the channel has remapped the trans­
mitted waveform parameters into another space which we shall define as 
being the channel space. This space defines the channel characteristics 
for transmission of the k subcarrier, i.e., C, « (oJ , i,
On the other hand the operation performed on the transmitted waveform is 
a remapping operation of this waveform into the x^ signal space**. In
* The vector O) is the received frequency translation characteristic 
under the hypothesis sk was transmitted,
** The word space is being used here for intuitive and visualization 
purposes rather than for mathematical rigor.
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this case the pema.fjd.ng has been such that the channel takes a signal ©f 
high-dimensionality possessing parameters of low-dimensionality and trans 
forms it into a signal of the same dimensionality possessing parameters 
of dimensionality 4n. That is to say, the sigrial, x^, has a phase char­
acteristic •© = t) identical to the channel, a gain characteristic
£ « (a^,«*«a ) identical to the channel, a frequency translation charac­
teristic ' **>) identical to the channel, and a subcarrier
delay characteristic Heretofore the subcarrier delay
characteristic has been referred to as the channel multipath delay 
structure, We take the two as being synonymous*
In the context of identification, z^(t) is the test signal* It is 
also being used to convey information! however, we are not concerned 
with that here since this has been analysed. Mow the transformation of 
the test signal into x^Ct ’) possesses the parameters we wish to measure at 
the receiver. Fig. 6-2 gives in block diagram form the terminology be­
ing employed for the identification process* In terms of parameters, 
point (l) is illustrated in Fig* 6-2 and point (2) is illustrated in 
Fig, 6-3 in terms of channel space. In Fig, 6-3 we have illustrated a 
particular point in channel space by 6^, This point is obtained by 
plotting all 4-tuples * (Gd^, GL, ^±si a^) to obtain = (c^,c^'C^). 
Mow the point 0^is itself a random variable characterized by its prob­
ability density function p(©, a, which we have discussed and
characterized in detail in proceeding chapters as well as the quasi­
stationary Assumption, relative quasi-stationary times, etc. It should 
be reemphasized here that system Operation is predicated on the assump­
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very effectively under such an assumption.
Particular Channel 
State of Interest





Due to noise, however, there will be ambiguity at the receiver con­
cerning the exact location of this point. This is depicted in Fig. 6-4 
and represents point (j) in Fig. 6-2. The point represents the para­
meters of the signal y(t *) or the observed test signal. Due to the noise
** Observed State
= True Channel State
CHANNEL SPACE 
FIGURE 6-4
n(t *) we will not be able to estimate C^. exactly! however, we do attempt 
t© pick that value of which is most probable a posteriori.
6.3 The Measurement of ~X
It will be shown later that the multipath delay structure, x , must 
be determined before the channel gain, a. Consequently, at the receiver 
we compute p^('cfy) which represents all the information about the delay 
parameters contained in y given that the subcarrier was transmitted.
However, to compute p^(*t|y) it is first necessary to assume a priori 
knowledge on p(%). Propagation literature does hot provide much statis-
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tical data concerning such phenomenon, consequently, we use Bayes Axiom 
to express complete prior ignorance, i.e, we assume for analytical pur­
poses
p(X ) “ 2W + 2W (6-4)
p( *£) m © elsewhere
We point out, however, that such an assumption is not a misrepresentation 
of the channel since it is possible to present p^(y| X ) for all values of 
X and the observer is free to weight the various values of X in accord­
ance with any pre-conceived ideas. In any case, the complete-likelihood 
function, rather than the value of % which maximized it, is a sufficient., 
solution^.
To compute p^(X| y) we use the method of inverse probabilities. 
Hence we have
P^X, 5* a,|y) -■ K p(X) J^Cyl©, a, X) (6-5)
where K is a constant depending only on y. Upon treating © as a stray 
parameter we have
X, a|y )
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FIGURE 6-5
Finally, upon destroying the channel gain parameters, we have the sought
for result
Pk(lT/y) - K p(T) p(% -a) pk(y|% a, X) d 0 da
(6-7)
which is identifiable as
p.(tp) - k p(X) Pk(y| X)
Upon substituting Eq» (4-41) into Ecu (6-8) we have
n

















and is the signal envelope defined by Eq. (4-29).
Since the X j_ have been assumed independent, we may rewrite Eq. (6-7) as
P(X±) exp 2 
i-1
n
^(tly) - K' ["[ p Z ) exp [bjM^t-tJ (6-12)
or
m
pk(t|y) - k> 7]" p( t±) f^) (6-33)
i=l
Furthermore, p^( a|y) represents the most information concerning a that 
may be derived from y. This is
Pk(a/y) - k j' ). ^(yja, % X ) dT d© (6-14)
and similarily the most information concerning ©, observed y, is given 
by
k p(®> a, X) pfc(y|a, ©, X ) d X da (6—15)
a %
As we shall observe later, we essentially employ at the receiver a 
learning procedure to announce X, a, and Q.
From Eq. (6-12) we see that in the limit as Nq-^ go, P^ixjy) 
simply reduces to p( X ) regardless of what the test signal may be and
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consequently no information is gained. This reflects on what is intui­
tively obvious, i.e. if the additive disturbance is large, nothing can 
be done to increase our knowledge at the receiver over what we know a 
priori, which is, p( X ). This is the small signal-to-noise ratio region.
For ease in analysis, we start with Iq, (6-12) and study the prob­
lem involved in estimation of the i^*1 parameter of % t i,e,#
Pk(xjy) - I^pC %) exp X - X±[j (6-16)
Mow for a given X , Sq, (6-16) is not a probability distribution but is 
a function of y. As a function of X it represents the ensemble of 
possible observed signalsj i.e. for eaeh X €, p(T), there corresponds 
a signal representing this X ,
From Iq. (6-16) we see that the operation necessary to present 
Pj^xj y), or equivalently the identification signal, is one of a matched 
filter operation performed on the test signal followed by envelope de­
tection. This we have already discussed in Chapter IF in computing the 
likelihood ratio to decide which subcarrier was transmitted. This then 
says that the envelope may be used to decide which subcarrier was trans­
mitted as well as used in estimation of X This is the dual purpose 
mentioned in our definition of an adaptive system. For the context to 
follow we shall define (X) as the identification signal for esti­
mating X .
It is obvious from Eq» (6-16) that the most probable value of X . 
occurs when is a maximum. Actually, the maximum of p^,(ft| y) does 
not fall exactly at the true value of % if it did, we would have an
infallible method of determining the true value of The posterior
distribution describes the quantity which the ideal estimator must com­
pute, i.e. a device which when supplied with y(t*) announces pt_(/uy) or
an informationally equivalent form. It is well to point out here that 
p^(y | %) is a sufficient solution to insure information conservation on 
X at the receiver and in this case, the problem of point estimation does
not arise. The reason being that for a given y, the complete likelihood 
function PfcCyj ft) may be displayed for all possible % and the observer 
whether human or ideal is free to weight the various values of % with 
any pre-eonceived ideas he may have. In the case of measuring a, how­
ever, the complete likelihood function cannot be computed for a given
y* This we will see later.
It is instructive to investigate the structure of P^C'tJ y) for 
various regions of signal-to-noise ratio. This has already been done 
for small signal-to-noise ratios where we found pjX'C I y) = K p(TJ).
(Measurement no good except in combining with succeeding measurements.)
For simplicity we shall assume, for illustrative purposes only, 
that the noise cloaking is Gaussian. This is true for large signal- 
to-noise ratios as is seen by Eq. (5-61). Furthermore, in Chapter V 
we showed that the sample points on the envelope are statistically in­
dependent at intervals of time reciprocally related to the transmission
bandwidth. At the sample points of the envelope we assume that the mban
thenergy associated with the m sample is H*. We now separate into 
two components, one which we define as the identification signal function
ss and the other as the noise function h •nn Thus may be expanded as
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MK1('t-X,.) - {%- t<) * K. (t)
SB nn (6-17)
where the amplitude has been averaged out, and
| sk(f -x ) ^(tt-xp df (6-
hit)
nt\ I*o
n(t1) s, (t1 - % ) dt1
Mow the maximum value of the identification signal function always occurs
at ^ ^ i • ® *
^sg(fflax) « 1/I| = R» (6-19)
as is evident from Eq. (6-18). Furthermore, due to the fact that s^ is 
highly coded $gg( % - X ^) & © for jx j^ l/2W. Consequently, when
jx “ I *C l/2W the identification signal reaches its maximum quick-
17*
The noise function h(X ) is a random function of since it is com­
posed of the noise component. It is interesting to determine the variance
of the noise, i.e. h . This may be done by using sampling analysis in a
41manner similar to that done by Woodward . The result is
hz » E/I‘ = R« © (6-20)








Furthermore? the r.m.s. value of the noise is
a _ E/M* (6-22)
as compared to 1' for the identification signal component.
These mathematical consequences are highly significant when con­
sidered in the light of Eq. (6-16). In effect what Eq. (6-19) and 
lq. (6-2©) say is that the larger the input signal-to-noise ratio in 
y(t’) the larger the noise component hx is and the larger yet is the 
signal component.
Let us suppose the R» is small in comparison to unity, i.e, 
#sg(max) « h2 - R' (6-23)
This says the r.m.s. value of the noise component is larger than the 
signal component. Consequently, the fluctuation in p^('Hj y) for a fixed 
*t is a function of y and is due primarily to the noise component.
For further discussion we turn to a graphical analysis. First we 
set X = X ^ as being the quantity being estimated. In Fig. 6-6 we have 
drawn the prior and posterior distributions on T for various signal- 
to-noise ratios.
From Fig. 6-6 we see that for R* 1, there appears, for example,
to be at least two peaks which very probably come from a true 't. This 
of course would depend on the observer! at any rate the ambiguity* is 
still high in that p^Ctf y) = K p(*£ ). As R* increases we see that the 
ambiguity decreases as o (T y) separates into sharper peaks. On the
* By ambiguity we mean here the ratio of the area under Pj-^ ly) 
to the identification signal to the total area^l. K due
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EFFECTS ON UN NORMALIZED POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION 















other hand, when R* 1, p^xj y) breaks into a sharp peak around T
It is evident here that the most probable value of P^(tf y) does not 
occur at X = however, it occurs in all likelihood very close to 
The ideal estimator reading this through noise would announce 
tTj*, The variance of this about %± would then be of interest to com­
pute. We postpone this until later. On the contrary, the ideal esti­
mator may observe other peaks in y) if the ambiguity is large.
-2This, however, depends on the relationship between (max) and h asss
we have just seen. Thus the ideal estimator will observe all peaks in 
PkU) y) and announce those which appear to have come from true delays 
and reject those which appear to have arisen from the noise.
In terms of statistical decision theory the ideal estimator must
test against two hypotheses or Hg at all peaks in p^C'C / y). Hypoth­
esis H-^ is defined as being the hypothesis that the peak in p^( y) 
came from the noise. Hg is defined as being the hypothesis that the 
peak came from the identification signal. These points in p^(tj y) 
will occur when
a x (6-24)
Since the peaks in y) are caused by the peaks oecuring in
practically or electronically speaking the hypothesis testing times for
a (X )
announcing % * occur when ——- = © for it is the variation in 
which causesthe variations in ^('t( y) over that of what is known a 
priori. Consequently, the hypothesis testing times may be derived 
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ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR DERIVING THE IDENTIFICATION VECTOR
FIGURE 6-7
From this device is announced a random identification vector,
** ( ® #Tq ), of which the dimensionality, q, is a random
56variable. According to Rice the average number of maxima occurring 
per second in a Gaussian process which has been passed through a low 
pass filter of bandwidth ¥ is .775 W. Consequently, as a measure of 
the dimensionality of ftTT we have E(q) = «775 ¥ 1' 0 Note here T is 
the memory time of the channel under consideration, therefore , ¥ T^ 
is approximately the number of resolvable propagation modes in T^ 
seconds with a signal bandwidth of ¥ cps. Let us recall that the baud- 
length T has been ehosen such that T > Tm for all t. This will then 
have to be determined from experimental propagation results. As a re­
sult we see that the dimensionality, T¥ > Tm¥, of the transmitted 
signal also gives on the average a measure of the dimensionality of 
“TC pj* Now from ^ we wish to derive a modification vector 
"tT* = ( *) € which is random and whose dimensionality, n,
is a random variable. The value of n at any time depends on the propa-
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gation medium and is the number of distinguishable echoes heard* Further­
more, E(n) ® average number of echoes heard.
To study the problem of determining the i component of the modifi­





o i t j (6-25)
In the above Eqs 
exceeding |E(n)
the index is assumed to take on all integer values not 
• What these equations say is depicted in Fig. 6-0.
•m -*>
QUANTITATIVE BREAKDOWN OF CHANNEL MEMORY INTERfAL
FIGURE 6-0
Note what happens in the limiting cases when E(n) = 1 (no multipath) and 
E(b)TmW. In the former I is composed of the total interval Tm whileHI Hi
in the latter I is composed of a set of intervals « seconds wide.
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According to Rice' >
Process takes on in 
is
the expected number of maxima that a Gaussian
seconds when passed through a low pass filter
Expected number of max. in .775WTm1(nT- (6—26)
which is equivalent to the expected number of decisions which must be 
made in announcing the component of the modification vector ‘Jg***
For example, suppose the particular channel we wish to communicate over 
is sueh that, for the chosen signals, = 100. T^W is in effect the 
number of propagation modes resoluble in Tm seconds with a signal of W 
cycles. This corresponds to a transmitted signal of dimensionality 
greater than 100. Furthermore, suppose E(n) = 8, which is a realistic 
number. Consequently, the average number of decisions which need be 




This says that on the average one out of nine peaks in 1^ is due to 
noise. In terns of probability we have f • = ,889 and 1 - f . = .111 
where
f. = Prob. that at X = X ., peak in K,(X ) came from noise X X K1
k1 -■ f = Prob, that at % = X , peak in M ( % ) came from 
i i ki
plus noise.
If on the other hand we take TfflW ** 5© ( a typical value for HF) we have
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Gonsequently, f ^ = .2 and 1 - ^ « .8. We will have occasion to refer 
to these examples later on. _
fo make the decision concerning these peaks occurring in I^, we 
compute the Bayes Stole from the likelihood ratio defined in Chapter II* 
Stating the problem in terms of the observed M( X ), we wish to decide 
as to whether the peaks in M(X ) occurring in 1^ came from noise or the 
channel delay characteristic. It may be questionable as to why the Sub­
script on M may be dropped. The answer is that in the case of signal 
detection it may not| however, in the case of parameter estimation we 
use both envelopes as the identification signal. The presence of one 
means the absence of the other, and as far as the estimation problem is 
concerned' these envelopes are of equivalent form*
Before we proceed further it should be pointed out that the channel 
is stationary on the average for T_ seconds*. This says in terms of the 
identification process we may use more than one multipath pattern to 
announce % . Again m is chosen as the largest integer such that
Tq 4b m T or m = Tq/T, Thus, m is an upper bound on the number of trans
•si-mitt ed bauds which may be used to announce 'C .. For example, in HP the
multipath pattern remains stationary for about .12 to .2 seconds on the 
30 „average . This says if T = 8 m sec, a good figure for HF, then 15 < m < 
25 and we may use post-detection integration techniques with finite
* Here Tq is taken to be the time which the multipath pattern is 
fixed.
memory to improve estimation performance. Later we shall show the effects 
on the variance of the estimate under the conditions that m > 1, There­
fore assuming m > 1 for channels whieh obey the quasi,-stationary assump­
tion, it is then easy to argue that due to post-detection integration and 
the central limit theorem the resulting identification signal becomes 
Gaussian distributed. Recalling from Chapter V, the covariance matrix 
for the joint density function p(Hp**JJh) becomes diagonalized when the 
spacing between sample points were taken at intervals reciprocally re­
lated to the transmission bandwidth. This says that sample points on 
the envelope are statistically independent at those instants. Moreover, 
for large output signal-to-noise ratios, in the absence of post-detection 
integration, Eq, (5“59) shows that the first order density function of 
the envelope in Gaussian distributed and any mean value associated with 
the process may be biased out. In lieu of the above statements the 
identification signal obtained through post-detection integration results 
in a Gaussian process with the sample points being statistically inde- 
pendent every ^ seconds. In the engineering sense this is a good 
approximation and consequently avoids distorting the resulting identi­
fication signal with a pre-whitening filter before setting up the like­
lihood ratio.
We may now use the noise characterization of Chapter III and write 
the probability density function for the integrated noise waveform hCTS)
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where the mean squared value of the sample point in this case is
' £ M
h^ * I0W and E is the energy of the noise over some arbitrary but 
finite interval.
Mow the likelihood ratio may be written as
p2(M)
FjOT (6-28)
and using Eq* (6-2?) we have 
exp
Ao
exp [- ^ ST (6-29)
Upon simplifying and taking logarithms of Eq. (6-29) we obtain by
letting I $ (%)&% = E 
ss s
In ■4 f*4 '-J )0ssCX)d'e-^ £ lnj\.0 (6-30)m;
or, solving for the sufficient statistic, we get
N ? -> _o
la ■ f* =vih (6-31)
as the decision rule. This may be interpreted as a matched filter
f)
operation whose output is ampled at time when = 0
and compared with Before we analyze the probability of making an
error in announcing €. we indicate the estimation device arrived at in
l
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Fig, 6-9, fhis is the optimum device, however, a suboptimum device 
may be arrived at by noting that
J"sinc k t sine k(t + ) - G sine k% (6-32)
this says that the filter operation on the identification signal may be
Identification
Signal
T = Random Identification ^ Vector
ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR ESTIMATION OF %
FIGURE 6-9
replaced by an amplifier of gain G which may be properly introduced by 






SUB-OPTIMUM ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR ESTIMATION OF X
FIGURE 6-10
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To analyze the performance in announcing the i*^ component of 
we need to write the probability density functions associated with the
noise and identification signal plus noise components at the output of 
Fig* 6-9. How the input is Gaussian and the output is also Gaussian
since the estimator performs linear operations on the input signal.
Therefore, for the noise we have
(6-33)
and for the signal we have
(6-34)
These density functions are drawn in Fig, 6-11 illustrating the point 
*th- The error probability may be determined from Fig. 6-Uj thus we














5 = Probability that at X = X; —
i i uX Xi
0 came from noise.
4* A W I
1 - ^ i = Probability that ^ - 1 ^ = 0 came from signal pins noise
By making an appropriate change in variable Eq. (6-35) becomes








Upon substitution of Eq, (6-31) into Eq. (6-36), simplifying and using 










It is well to point out here that the above expression is for mini­
mum identification time, i.e., Tt = T. Again we choose the largest
min
integer m which satisfied Tq-^ m T, or
m ^ (6-39)
Thus, using post-detection integration with finite memory satisfying Eq.
(6-39), performance of the estimation loop may be considerably improved.
This is probabily the most important property which allows one to employ
an open loop adaptive systems i.e. the channel being stationary for short
periods allows one to estimate its characteristics. It may be shown
that such post-detection integration increases the signal voltage by a
factor of mj however, due to the fluctuation voltage of the noise the
voltage of the sum is only about /UTtimes the fluctuation of any single
pulse; i.e. the standard deviation increases by a factor of
Therefore the signal-to-noise rati© increases by a factor of m and we
may rewrite Eq. (6-37) as a function of the quasi-stationary time Tq of 
%the channel ,




Eq. (6-40) has been plotted in Figs,6-12,13,14 as a function of the 
identification time and signal-to-noise ratio for the different values 
of These curves represent the performance of the estimator for










performance increases as the identification time increases. Further­
more, a point is reached where increasing the identification time does 
not appreciably increase the estimators performance. This says that 
after 4 certain elapse of time, using more data to announce the estimate 
does not buy one anything] it only reiterates what is already known. 
Consequently, infinite identification time is not needed to specify % 
unambigously, and furthermore if available would be of no value in
announcing t* We can only do so good in estimation of %. at the 
x . i
receiver in the presence of noise.
At this point we seek the variance of the estimate using minimum
31-9 9Un9f i
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identification time. From this we may use the prior knowledge p(X ) and 
compute the infomation gain. To do so we return to Eq. (6-16) and write
K±p( X ) exp (6-42)
The accuracy with which X^ may be determined is measured by the width 
of the peak in p^.(x{ y) which occurs in the vicinity of! We have
already shown for large signal-to-noise ratios that the identification 
signal component will usually swamp the noise component and from the 
performance curves of the estimator, this is the region of interest.
Under these circumstances (X) = $SS(X) may be expanded in a Taylor
n> 41series about the point X Woodward has shown that in the vicinity 
of X^, may be written as
(6-43)





after neglecting terms of higher order. By ignoring the effects of p(X)
________ 2
over the important range of the exponential, the variance (X - X^) is 
given by
( X - X. )*1 (6-45)
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In the language of statistical inference this is called an unbiased es­
timator, i.e. E( ) » %.. Moreover, statisticians would call this a
x 1
consistent estimator. This says the standard deviation of the estimate 
depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, the numerical energy ratio E, and 
the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform. This of course assumes that 
the signal-to-noise ratio is large enough to reduce the noise peaks in 
Pjj.C'Cj y) and accentuate the signal peaks. Under, these circumstances the 
bandwidth of the transmitted waveform is the important parameter in 
measuring the channel's multipath characteristic. That is inverse
ly proportional to the bandwidth of the signal is obvious from rada,r 
theory. However, in complete ignorance of radar theory we find that 
the important fundamental parameter or characteristic of the signaling 
waveform is its bandwidth. This we have proved and mathematically 
verifies what was intuitively obvious at the start.
Eq, (6-45) is the variance associated with the estimate on for 
minimum identification time. As the multipath structure is stationary 
on the average for Tq seconds we now show the effects on the variance of 
the estimate when we use post-detection intregration for a time which 
satisfies !q. (6-39), Under such conditions we may think of the identi­
fication process as being composed of a succession of independent 
measurements from which to determine with ever increasing certainty, 
the true (unknown) value of remaining fixed throughout the time in­
terval Tq seconds.
In spite of the undesirability of varying the notation we rewrite
Eq, (6-44) as being the a posteriori information derived on X fori
minimum identification time, i.e.,
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■kl
(t(y) - K.p (X)1 o kl(y|x) (6-46)
After each measurement the posterior probability becomes the prior prob­
ability for the following one, thus
P (t| y) « K.p (t) P (y 11) 
kl 1 x o kl 1
Pfc2^i3r) = .^i^iC1! 7) Pj^Ctl 7) (6-47)
#
• ■
v(tly) ■ KiPk,m-l(,Cl7) Pta(Xly)
where is a different normalizing constant in each equation. Since the 
noise which causes the uncertainty is independent in each experiment,
(T is sufficiently long) we may write the final posterior distribution
for m experiments as
m
lm = KiP0(x) TT Pkj(tly)
j-i
(6-48)
and m is the largest integer satisfying Eq. (6-39). Consequently sub­
stituting Eq. (6-44) into Eq. (6-48) we have




Again ignoring any fluctuations in K^pQ(<X) over the important range of 






This equation shows how the accuracy in the measurement is improved, by 
using more identification time. In effect this reiterates what the 
analysis of the estimation loop performance says. See Figs. 6-12,6-13, 
6-14.
From these curves we see that the accuracy in announcing an estimate
on is highly dependent on the identification time. We may see, more 
clearly, the same effects by computing the gain in information obtained 
from the measurements made on Using the definition for entropy of
a rectangular distribution and a Gaussian distribution, we have




Making use of Eq. (6-50), we arrive at
I . = log gam
mkf
T WR 1 'm 7fe(l+2kiR)j
(6-52)
and if 2k^R 1, Eq. (6-52) becomes
T W ImIT
m *
{ ztt 7 _ (6-53)
Eq. (6-53) is plotted in Fig. 6-15 for practical values of T W and m
which might be encountered in practice. Each curve represents the in­
formation gained at the receiver on the multipath structure for a con­
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identification time while the parameter R represents the numerical signal 
energy to noise ratio. These curves illustrate the information gain
with R as a parameter. From these curves we see that the gain is quite 
rapid for small values of R while for larger values of R not much is 
learned over what is already obvious. This is in agreement with the 
perfoimanee characteristics of the estimator loop.
On the other hand, in Fig. 6-16 we have represented the informa­
tion gained on the multipath structure' as a function of identification 
time. Here we see that, for a given R, the gain increases quite rapid­
ly for a few baud lengths after which further identification time large­
ly reiterates what is already known. This is a very important thing to 
be able to say for in practice only a finite time is allotted for rnaking 
the measurement.
We now show that the multipath structure % must be determined at 
the receiver before the channel gain a may be announced. To do so we 
assume for simplicity that there is either one signal component avail­
able or none at all. Also we assume that the channel gain character­
istic is all that is of interest to measure. Under such circumstances, 
it is of no interest to determine qf, merely a. In order to see what 
happens we treat *t as a stray parameter and integrate it out. Using 
methods of inverse probabilities we may write
build up on the multipath structure for constant identification time
(6-54)
Upon destroying % in Eq. (6-54) we get





and substituting Eq. (6-56) into Eq. (6-55) we obtain
r — n 2 _
P^ajy) - K p(a) j p(H) IQ(-a|—) dX (6-57)
i=l 0
Using the independence assumption we may consider only the i^ component 
and write
f -a2EPk(ai|y) = K p(ai> ] p(^ e 1 Iq d% (6-58)
Eq. (6-58) is the posteriori probability function for the channel gain 
under the hypothesis sk was transmitted. Eq. (6—58) may be rewritten as
Pk(a|y) “ K p(a) | p('cja) pk(y|a,^) d %





^(ajy) = K p(a±) 1 p(t) Pk(y|ai,'t ) &X (6-59)
It is important to note that J/pCt) Pk(y|ai,% ) d't is proportional to 
X ) F^.(y| ^ ) d't. Moreover the constant of proportionality, say K1,
does not depend on % since and % are statistically independent. 
Therefore
J P(7J )pk(y|ai,‘t ) d't %) d't (6-60)
Furthermore,
fp(%) Pk(yK) d't « K" [ Pk(XU)dt (6-61)
as may be shown by using the method of inverse probabilities. Substitu­
tion of Eq. (6—6l) into Eq. (6-59) yields
^(ajy) = K p(ai) J PfcC^jy) dX (6-62)
We see from Eq, (6-62) that the 1^ component of the channel gain is 
still contained under the unnormalized X-distribution. The %- inte­
grand is, however, proportional to the a posteriori probability for the 
multipath delay* Therefore in order to obtain the a posteriori prob­
ability for the channel gain, the unnormalized a posteriori probability 
distribution for the multipath delay must be obtained first. This says, 
in effect, that the multipath structure Xfr must be determined before the 
channel gain a.
It does not follow that the multipath delay characteristic must be 
determined accurately before announcing a for if it did this would say 
that the channel gain cannot be measured with a simple sinusoid which is 
obviously not true. In the past continuous sinusoids have been used to 
observe channel fading. This shows that a wideband signal is not neces­
sary to perform a measurement on a as is defined here.
Before leaving this section we compute the resulting error rate
using the a posteriori information on % derived at the receiver. We do
i
this for the simplest case, namely, when only one propagation mode is 
available. We evaluate Eq. (5-97) for n = 1 and take this as being the
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jy 'fg'probability of an error given X . Now for large signal-to-noise ratios
we have
V 2ir K
(%l - X f
1 « (6-63)
and. from Eq. (5-97) we may write
W 22+2k R ) rTffSTTF1 -
V
liTMZlZl













and substituting Eqs, (6-63) and (6-64) into Eq.
(6-65) we arrive at, after some algebra,
00 o
n=l
P(e|X*) = q *2Zk [l#3‘5**(2n-l)]^2n (6-66)
where we have used the fact that
-165
1*3*5* (6-67)
Using Eq. (6-45) and (6-66) we may simplify the result to
CD






2-for 2k R )> 1. This represents the probability of an error given the • 
estimate X* when divided by the ideal average error rate for n •« 1*
Eq. (6-66) is plotted in Fig. 6-17 for comparison with ideal sampling. 
From Fig. 6—17 we see that for large signal-to-noise ratios our estimates 
are essentially perfect while for low signal-to-noise ratios the error 
rate for non-ideal sampling is somewhat increased. This again shows that 
at low values of signal-to-noise ratios not much information is gained 
about the multipath characteristic over what is known a priori. Conse­
quently, for low signal-to-noise ratios the modification signal might 
instruct the receiver tb use a "Rake Type" operation, i.e,, sample the 
multipath pattern periodically. We nowturn to the problem of the es­
timation of the channel gain a = (a]_|**an)*
6,4 Measurement of a
Thus far in the solution of the estimation problem we have assumed 
the channel gain a is unknown to the receiver as well as the channel 
phase characteristic Q. However, once the multipath delay characteris­
tic has been estimated we may use this information in estimating the 
channel gain. At any rate we now attempt to specify at the receiver 
the 2-tuples (a^, ) for each i = 1, 2, ****n. For example, we attempt
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FIGURE 6—17
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to locate the point C, = (a,) illustrated in Fig. 6-18.
K
ILLUSTRATION OF CHANNEL 8TATE BEING ESTIMATED 
FIGURE 6-18
To begin the solution we first seek the identification signal 
needed for measuring a. Hence we seek the a posteriori j^(ajyf % *) 
which represents the most information obtainable at the receiver about 
a having been given y and the estimate T^. For purposes of analysis 
we shall assume that the available identification time on is suf- 
ficiently long such that to a very good approximation % *• *t. • This
says that p^.(a|y, %) ' = Pj^Cajy, ^ ). Actually, this is not so impor­
tant since Eq. (6-6l) says that it is not necessary that the multipath 
information be accurate before the channel gain can be determined; a 
continuous carrier will give no multipath delay information, but is 
perfectly satisfactory for the determination of gain as is obvious from 
propagation experiments. In terms of signal design for measuring the 
channel gain, we have shown that a sinusoid is sufficient, (see Eq. 
6-60)
Using the methods of inverse probability we may write
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I- K p^yfa,%) p(a, %) (6-69)
where K is the normalization constant. Since the channel’s gain 
characteristic and multipath delay characteristic are assumed to he 
independent we may further write
Pk(a[y,X) = K p(a) p (y\a,%) (6-70)
Now using Eq. (4-29f)> (4-24) and (3-18) we may write Eq. (6-69) as
n o -> o_ -a7/2k; -af&
P^a, |y, “t) - K | | a± e 1 1 e 1
■ i=l
”fVk]
° L so j (6-71)
and upon rearringing, Eq. (6-71) becomes
-atte) p _
Pk(a/^T ) = TT P^jy, Z±) - TT K.a.e ^ lQ
i«i i=l L © J
(6-72)
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l %. (6-73)






da^ - 1. (6-74)
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Upon making a change of variables and using Eq* (4-39 )> is easily
found to be
(6-75)
Consequently Eq* (6-72) becomes
l+2k^R








From Eq, (6-?6) we see M^( X) may again be used as the identification 
signal* i*e.* it contains all the information concerning a^ that may be
derived at the receiver given y(t )* Now in this case where NQ is large 
lq* (6^76) becomes




This says that for large values of NQ no information is gained at the 
receiver over that which is known a priori*
To find the a posteriori most probable value of Eq* (6-76) at the 
receiver* we must have it compute
^ jy* % )J (6-78)
for a given y and The solution of Eq* (6-78) is the estimate on
-17 0-
2M > 1





To compute a^ for any 'X £ we must first find Mki( f^) which may be 
announced from the output of the envelope detector. For each i;>
we substitute into Eq, (6-78) and find that value of a'^ for which Eq. 
(6-78) is true. Electronically this will require a device which is 
capable of solving the non-linear equation
(2ba.-l) I l 7 o
2Mki( Xl)an
J ; b > 0 
(6-79)
which comes from having differentiated Eq. (6-76) and setting the de­
rivative equal to zero. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 6-19 for 
low and relatively high signal-to-noise ratios. Since Eq. (6-76) pos­
sesses only one point where its derivative vanishes we require at the
-A*receiver a computer preprogrammed to solve Eq. (6-79) for each
See Fig, 6-20,
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ELECTRONIC PROCESS FOR DETERMINING THE CHANNEL GAIN
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This vector will in turn be used to weight the envelope M^(X) at each 
X^ announced by channel multipath estimator.
It is interesting to point out here that, on the average, we gain 
only about one half db by using this complex estimation procedure over 
that of taking the sample points and squaring them. This has been shown 
and discussed in Chapter 7.
-58-To determine the variance associated with the estimate a., that isi
to say
(»* - ai)2 - ra.2 (6-80)
We rewrite Eq. (6-76) as




'•[2biWki(X )N b,O 1 (6-31)







2bi ° 1 No J
(6-82)
This integral is given by Wax , in general, and for n = 1
while for n = 2
ai “ ^bi ^ci/No + 2bi (6-34)
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Upon substitution of Eq. (6-83) and Eq, (6-84) into Eq. (6-80) and using 





Thus from Eq. (6-85) we see that the variance on the estimate a^ depends 
on the signal-to-noise ratio. For large signal-to-noise ratios (X. )=Ej 
consequently Eq. (6-85) becomes
limit
2kjR -**• oo VJ a
^ 2 = i + t£6| No m ± + #265/R (6-86)
which says that the variance on a^ depends only on the numerical energy— 
to-noise ratio and for small noise components 
lim ,^,2El ■- 1 (6-87)
i
Thus in this case we have a non-efficient estimate and is precisely 
what we might expect since for any, y, it was impossible to present at 
the receiver output the full posterior distribution PjC&jJy* )•
The information gain concerning the estimate of a^ could be computed 
herej however, it is felt that the result obtained would not warrant the 
space nor time required to do so.
6.5 Measurement of 6
We now consider the problem which the receiver must solve in deter­
mining the channel phase characteristic having learned what a and x"
are.
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This requires computation of a, ) at the receiver. This
a posteriori probability represents all the information obtainable about 
the phase characteristic 1 having been given y, a, X ♦ We see here that 
process of channel identification at the receiver is.composed of a learn­
ing procedure. First the receiver learns what the multipath characteris­
tic is at hand, then using this knowledge it computes the channel gain 
characteristic a, and finally using this information estimates Q and 
announces the point in channel space (©>'*-, a*, X*5 ) to the receiver deci­
sion circuitry so as to optimize its performance with respect to the 
chosen minimum error criterion. This procedure essentially announces 
the most probable point a posteriori concerning the location of xk in 
signal space, i.e. if x. has been produced due to transmitting subcarrier
sk, the receiver knows most probably-where the two points are in xk 
space and makes its decision according to what is observed.
Computation of pk(©|y, a, t) may be obtained by the method of in­
verse probability. Thus
It is again interesting to observe Eq. (6-89) for large values of noise, 
i.e.
pk(®|y, a, x ) - K p(a, i, x) Pk(y|% a, % ) (6-88)




which says that no knowledge concerning the channel space can be expected 
at the receiver over that which is known a priori.
thIt terms of an identification signal, the output of the i matched
the fine structure of the multipath characteristic.
At first it may appear that knowing X ^ is also equivalent to know­
ing 44. This, however, is not true since for any given the rf phase 
may change through many cycles while the peaks in the envelope appear 
to remain essentially fixed. This, in effect, says the rf phase may 
change through many cycles without appreciably effecting the apparent 
multipath delay structure.
Choosing the most probable value of requires picking that value 
of Q^ for all a^, such that p^(5jjy, a^, X^) is a Maximum, This is 
illustrated in Fig. 6-21.
filter of Fig. 4-2 is a sufficient solution. Physically, q^Q^) represents
2Ki?R»l
POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION SHOWING THE FINE-STRUCTURE 
OF THE CHANNEL PHASE CHARACTERISTIC
FIGURE 6-21
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¥e are interested in the fine-structure of p, (G. I y, Tka.) for a. = a?
*k 1»<" 1,1 1 i
only. From Eq. (6-89) it is obvious that for any a^, Eq, (6-89) will
N%>, 0_
reach points when its slope is zero when 0% These represent
possible values of G^, In effect these peaks may be observed at the 
output of the i^ matched filter of Fig. 4-2 after weighting in accord-
us­ance with a^. The ideal estimator would then choose from this trace
that value of ©^ for which the fine structure is a maximum and announce
this. Electronically,this process would be practically impossible to
instrument,since first a device is required to announce those values of
Q such that mmr~gr.. ~ 0* Having announced these, the rf waveform should
Q
be sampled, stored into a memory unit, and at the end of the baud an­
nounce that value of ©^ for which ) is a maximum.(This value of © 
could be used for detection of the next baud.) During any baud length
many rf peaks occur requiring large memory and extremely fine sampling 
equipment. Nevertheless this is what should be done ideally.
Practically, one might try to perform a measurement of 4k in the 
same manner as the Kineplex system does. For a vector of n dimensions
this within itself would present a problem in terms of complex equipment 
and probably the amount of power gained by doing such would not warrant 
such a procedure for n > 1. We have already discussed the relative loss 
in power due to the ignorance of ©. ,, At any rate, a knowledge of (G,a, 7;) 
would permit ideal system performance for the selective fading medium
described here. This of course assumes that the receiver knows (J , .rk
In the case of moving terminal ends this problem needs to be solved.
Due to insufficient time the problem of estimating CJ has not beenFK
considered. At any rate we do not fail to point out its importance.
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There should, however, be standard ways of solving this problem practi­
cally speaking; however, the theoretical treatment confirming experiment­
al conclusions is always most satisfying.
We have seen in the preceding chapters that the optimum procedure 
used at the receiver is to announce, in terms of estimates, the most 
probable channel states to the receiver structure, having used past his­
tory to determine this, construct then the signal waveforms x^'(t1) and 
x2(h*) Possessing these channel parameters and test against or H2 by 
performing equivalent cross-correlation operations on y(t')«
In terms of identification time needed to estimate a for a given 
transmitted waveform, we need only T seconds. On the other hand, es­








In Chapter IV we derived several decision rules and receiver 
structures by considering that the receiver had stored various prior 
distributions on the channel states. Whereas in Chapter VI we de­
rived ways to estimate the various channel states so as to use this 
as prior knowledge in the signal detection problem. Here we wish to 
combine these results and form two adaptive receiver structures which 
operate in a selective fading medium. J
7.2 Adaptive Receiver Structure for Mode 2
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for each y, This decision rule is applicable when we are able to 
announce a and to the receiver for each transmitted baud. Using 
the estimating procedure derived in Chapter VI and the signal detec­
tion structure^ of Fig. 4-3 we arrive at the Adaptive Receiver of 
Fig. 7-1.
It is well to point out here the additional T sec. delay added 
to the receiver. This is not a necessity under the quasi-stationary


















adaptive system for s [«.Ct),r ft)] derived at receiver
FIGURE 7-1
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assumption^ however, this does give the flexibility of deriving a*
from each piece of observed data and use it in making the decision
concerning the signal from which it was derived. This, however,
would require a very fast computer. 1
The operation of the receiver may be summarized as followsj from
each piece of observed data on identification signal is extracted from
which the identification/vector TJ is derived. This identificationH
vector is then processed to form the modification vector, which 
instructs the receiver where most probably the multipath pattern 
epoch exists. As the echo signals in the multipath pattern fade 
and fluctuate so do the modification vector X* and the weighting 
process a*(t). This allows for the time varying nature inherent in 
the multipath structure. On the other hand, a continuous weighting 
of the multipath pattern is derived by the computer to obtain the 
necessary weighting called for by the decision rule. This random 
weighting time function is illustrated at the computer output of 
Fig. 7-1. Completion of the decision process may now be performed 
as ealled for by the decision rule and is discussed more thoroughly 
in Chapter If, Section 4-2.
7.3 Adaptive Receiver Structure for Mode 3
If the receiver structure itself cannot be so complex as to in­
clude a computer for announcing the channel gain a*, we may make use 
of the decision rule for mode 3 where a has been treated as a stray 
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fo derive this rule at the receiver we need only extract from the 
observed data % in order to make the decision concerning which sub- 
carrier was transmitted. The signal detection receiver structure of 
Pig. 4-4 when combined with multipath delay estimator of Pig. 6-9 
results in the Adaptive System shown in Fig. 7-2,
Operation of this system is analogous to that of Fig. 7-1 ex­
cept the extraction of the channel gain is now not necessary. The 
receiver essentially operates as a time varying device which continu­
ously tunes itg sampling structure to accommodate the detection prob 
lem at hand. Note the simplification in the overall structure as 
compared to Fig. 7-2. This places into evidence the complexity in 
equipment needed to extract an additional piece of prior information 
for use in the signal detection problem at the receiver.
CHAPTER VIII'
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FUTURE WORK
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter we shall draw concluding remarks concerning the 
preeeeding work and make suggestions for future work. We begin by 
first commenting on the restrictive assumptions made in seeking an­
swers to questions (l) through (8) of Chapter II, and conclude by 
briefly suggesting various possible extensions to the present work.
8.2 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work
In closing we point out that in any mode of operation we have 
restricted the receiver to making its decision on a per baud basis* 
That is to say, instead of computing the likelihood ratio for long 
message sequences the receiver computes the likelihood ratio for each 
bit of transmitted information independent of preCeeding or succeeding 
decisions. In effect, what we are saying is that per baud operation 
generally involves a loss of information. Consequently, what we are 
suggesting is that a similar study be made assuming certain Markov 
properties of the information source or the receiver message bits.
Another limitation on the above results is that we have assumed 
the additive disturbance in the channel is statistically independent 
of the multipath medium* In practice it is hardly conceivable that 
such is generally the case although in many cases the noise arrives 
at the receivers via different paths which are statistically indepen­
dent of the multipath medium. What effects does this statistical
dependence impose on the receiver structure and how does this effect 
system performance?
In any case, studying the problem, of time-varying path lengths 
has forced us to study those channels for which the paths are re­
solvable and slowly varying. This could be quite costly in terms of 
transmission bandwidths even though it has afforded a method of 
measuring the multipath structure.
The problem of channel identification has not been solved com­
pletely even in the slow varying case not to mention the time-vary­
ing ease. Much work need be devoted to this problem both abstractly 
and in close alliance with propagation theorists. Co-ordinating these 
mathematical efforts with what nature has to offer is of utmost im­
portance in the building of more reliable communication systems.
Only the surface of such measurement procedures have been spelled 
out and indeed have their shortcomings. For example, in the meas­
urement of a we have assumed the receiver has a prior knowledge of H 
and the average normalized power received from the mode. The 
latter may be determined from the computer output in Fig. 7-1 provid­
ed the channel fading happens to be ergodic. Who is to say that such 
is the case? Furthermore, the form of the a priori knowledge on a 
might very well change with time. Consequently, it would be useful 
to investigate an iterative learning procedure at the receiver where­
by one derives temporal histograms and uses these as a priori know­
ledge on a. This would require further work in terms of deriving an 
additional modification signal to change the programming of the com­
puter. This signal could be derived from the histogram mentioned
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earlier or possibly other procedures. Physically how meaningful in this?
Measurement of the variable t' in the case of moving terminal 
ends or inherent channel characteristics has been neglected. However, 
there presently exists several procedures for measuring doppler shift, 
These techniques usually assume that the envelope of the signal is not 
appreciably changed by the doppler which would be quite restrictive 
where high space travel velocities are encountered, Furthermore, 
such solutions have been made independent of the problem here, and an 
integrated solution combining both measurement and information trans­
mission is important. The preceeding work suggests that the problem 
of measurement is not disjointed from that of transmission of infor­
mation* More generally they could be integrated together in essen­
tially the same manner that we have proposed for measuring T and a,
Until now we have completely neglected the relationships exist­
ing between the signaling waveforms and the channel itself. These 
considerations cannot be divorced from each other regardless of 
whether the system of interest is a location system or an N-ary 
communication link. In the above case we have been fortunate in 
considering the case where a class of signaling waveforms is avail­
able to perform the required duties. These could just as well have
.19been very short pulse sine waves such that Tm > T » These pulses, 
although falling short when large energy or antijam margins are required, 
have comparable resolving power to the noise like signals considered 
here. This says by no means have we chosen the optimum signaling 
waveform (except by change) for the problem considered here* No 
doubt these two sets of waveforms belong to a class which performs
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, the. saffie fimctionj., however,this we have notproved, Are there better 
and, mere, efficient ones? ,, Here is another unsolved problem, namely, 
design,.of waveforms with characteristics.so as to offset certain chan­
nel distortions while simultaneously providing information concerning 
the channel states as well as the signaling states. This may not be
possible with physical signals and some approximation must then be 
sought , Fprexample,. transmission of; electromagnetic, energy through
plasmas or stochastically fluctuating ion densities causesvarious
29orders of dispersion on the transmitted waveform .... This would prob­
ably have its .worst effects in highr-data rate systems, for example,,, 
transmission of extremely .short pulses through the ionosphere into
space or below the MUF in HF, ,
.,.This:;autQmetically .brings..up the .problem of. intersjmbol .inter- 
ference generated by channels with finite memory and is a problem
cl «4.incil0i ^,1 v)hJ oUQ'fUJ"Vv i. &W "/Oil i.i,ui!U
Here, no doubt, the antenna theorist may help provide useful answers 
by designing andphysically realizing.antennas with finer and finer
beam widths without sacrificing sufficiently in.antenna gain. These 
antennas, however, must be capable of receiving, without distortion, 
the,signaling waveforms designed for combatting the various channel
disturbances indicating again that no one problem can be solved with­
out consideration of other effects.
It is important to point out here that we have considered the
problem of channel measurementand optimum receiver specification as ,
19an integrated problem. Turin s and others haye. considered the pro­
blem of .channel measurement by means of a separate signal rather than
by the information bearing signal itself. Here we have tied the two 
together more closely, as they should be, and consequently the ques­
tion of how much time should be alloted to the measurement operation 
as compared to message transmission time need not arise.
Furthermore, we have considered that the additive noise is 
Gaussian, stationary and bandlimitedj moreover, it has been assumed 
white for computation of system performance. Extension to non-Gaussian 
noise as well as to the case where the noise is quasi-stationary would 
seem to be worth the effort in analyzing even though severe mathe­
matics would possibly be encountered. This could simply- be started 
by assuming at first the channel disturbance is only additive. After 
all,looking through a set of rose-colored glasses which act as pre- 
whiteners giving rise to a Gaussian process is far from what nature 
actually has to offer on certain oecassions.
It would also be of interest to determine system performance 
when the X measurement is not available. This would give an indica­
tion of how much the measurement on actually buys in overall system
performance. In this respect it would be meanful to be able to com­
pare operation of the Rake system with the systems described here as
17they are closely related. After all Rake is only optimum for very- 
small signal-to-noise ratios and in the preceeding systems a MRake 
Type** operation is easily adaptable to the decision process.
It would be of considerable interest to remove the quasi-sta­
tionary assumption concerning the channel parameters. It is felt, 
however, that such a step would be made only after the learning pro­
cedure called for above had been investigated under the quasi-sta-
—18&—
stationary assumption* Extraction of and learning of the channel 
conditions so as to change the receivers a priori knowledge as a 
function of time is, as we have seen, of upmost importance in any 
self-adaption device. Satisfactory operation of a system depends 
not only upon the actual channel conditions but also what the 
adaptive receiving device thinks these conditions are. Any decision 
process depends on prior knowledge, the more available the better the 
overall system performance. Consequently, how may we intelligently 
measure the time variables a(t), CO(t), r£(t) and o(t) so as to derive 
new prior knowledge at the receiver and utilize this with minimum 
identification time so as to continuously optimize the decision 
process?
Finally, we have considered the feasibility of an open loop 
adaptive system. In some system applications, there may exist a feed­
back channel to which one may initiate instructions back to the trans­
mitter! for example, increase the signaling energy or vice versa.
The sophisticated techniques of coding theory and its applications to 
adaptive systems is still in its infancy. What are the quantities at 
the transmitter that are meaningful and practical to vary in terms of 
instructions from a feedback path? Should one employ adaptation at 
both terminal ends? How advantageous is such? Is it ^practically* 
possible to employ time-varying learning schemes at both terminal 
ends so as to change and modify stored prior knowledge?
In summary there still exists many many questions which need be 
answered before we thoroughly understand the overall problem of 
communications while simultaneously performing measurements. Avenues
for future work are immediately suggested by the restrictions and 
assumptions placed on the problem we have considered as well as 
those of other investigators. Vie could ask for solutions to the 
above problem but with any or all of the assumptions and restric­
tions removed, It would at present be impossible to remove all re 
strictive assumptionsj however, it is the relaxation of part and 
addition of others which enable us to gain further knowledge about 
the overall problem of statistical communications.
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APPENDIX I
THE RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTED VECTOR'57
Consider Eq. (3-15) 
■m
Bg (t) - ^ bs> (t) cos + «s (t)J - as cos(a>Qt + %. )
i ik ik i i
(Al-l)
fc-1
where b (t) and ■© (t) are defined in Chapter III. Under the quasi-
’ik ’ik
stationary assumptions the inherent time dependence of the quantities 
b and Q may be assumed constant over a baud length* If the follow
3ik ’ik








2b < < 22k_sik 3i
0 < t < T,
for
Q
k = 1, * * * m
(3) the phase of the s^ component vector is a random variable 
uniformly distributed between 0 and 2TT,
(4) m is sufficiently large,
then the amplitude of the resultant vector and the phase are ran-
■^ 57
dom variables with joint density functions given by t
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as.




p(agi? 4^) = 0 elsewhere




0 4 a3i 4 co 
04 2 IT
TO—JRequirement (l) ^_*b_ = 2ko implies that the individual component
k=l ■lk °i
amplitude may actually be variable in magnitude or thatm may also be
2variable. Requirement (2) bg< << 2kgu for i = 1 tom implies that the
lk x
individual components need not have equal amplitudes.
It is easy to show that for Rayleigh-distributed vector that the
mean-square values of its amplitude is ^ = 2ki . This is the
°I
only parameter needed to completely specify the Rayleigh-distributed
vector. Its mean square value is, in effect, a measure of its average
2power. The factor 2kg^ in !q. (Al-2) is within itself a function of 
time5 however, for purposes here it is assumed to be changing very slow 
over intervals of time on the order to Tq seconds long* Replacing the 
subscripts by subscript i, we have Eq. (3-18),
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APPENDIX II
CHI-SQUARE PROCESS OF 2n DIMENSIONS
Consider a set of n independent random variables (x^, Xg, *•‘x^) 
for which the i^*1 component obeys the following density function




Now the density function p(X) for the sum X - x- /2 may be obtained
i=l





The characteristic function, C . (j w), of x?/2 in the Fourier transform
.1 1
of A2-2, hence






^ jW+l/c? j (A2-4)
If c = c-j_ = C2 = ’* cn may be written as
CjCjoi)
c2n ^ j“J+l/e2j n
(A2-5)
Taking inverse Fourier transforms we have
p(X) = X1'1 exp T- -|1 X > ©
I (n)e n L c^J
= 0 elsewhere (A2-6)
which is recognizable as Ghi-Squared for 2n degrees of freedom^.





cx(j<») =TT 4i-i 4 i=l iU) + 1
where
n














© cL ^DEVELOPMENT OF Pg(n5
¥e desire the solution of Eq. (5-29)
S'* *C n "iP#(u) = _i-----
E \frr Poa)
oo A 0O




I *= n-1 -z-x , .zee dx dz
J/Sz(l-1)






. 00 rs 00




where f(z) - z11-1 e"z, f(x)se"x and W -> k2R(l~A)
The region of integration is illustrated in Fig, A3-1
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Since f(z) and f(x) are well-behaved functions over the x~z plane, orders 





zn”l e“z dz (A3—4)
NowA3
pt
n-1 -z .z e dz
r« [> - 5 (A3-5)
©,a,TTherefore, P„inJ becomes 
* E










and upon simplification we get
n






thThe above integral may be written in terms of the £2(m-i)3 moment
j-2
of a Gaussian density function with 2u - W/V+l, This gives
n
©,a, qj r
PB(») - i L] ___/w+i " Vw+i T l*3*5**(2m-3) / 1 \




By writing out Eq. (A3-8) for a few values of n, the following recursion 
relation may be easily recognized.
©A*
PE(n) = PE(n-l) l»3«5...(2n-3)
n n-1P(n)2 $n > 1 
(A3-10)
This is the required result
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APPENDIX 17
STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE OF TEMPORAL ENVELOPE SAMPLES
From Eq* (4-29) we have the two Gaussian random variables 
■ T+ X.
a±y(t) s^(t - /t ±) cos CU Qt dt
• T+ Of
Yki “ aiy(t) sk(t - 'ti)sin <u0t dt
(A4-1)
Using Eq. (4-23) and (A4-1), we may write
E i -Ac
%±
a?s^(t - Xi') Cos 4JQt cos (tUot+©i)dt+0
(A4-2)
= a^E cos Q^ k = l,2j i * 1,* **n
since the noise has zero mean. Similarly,
1 [*,] = I, , = afg sin G, k = 1,2; i = l,*»*n (A4-3)
Kt» — C X X
Now
Vkj 'aiaj f J yO^M^k'V Ti )sk(V xj)c°s “'otlcos “ot2dtldt2
(A4-4)
and upon using the expression for y(t) and Eq. (4-23) we obtain
J j4(tl-\)s2(t2-t3)oosWotlcos"ot2oos(“otl',Si)
cos (
+aiaj IJ n(t1)n(t2)sk(tr Tj)°os W^cos U0t2dtldt2
(A4-5)
Upon averaging and integrating Eqv (A4-5) becomes
E [x .1. 1 = a2a2E2cos £.cos Q+ 0 (% - %,)
Ilex kjj ij i j 2 ;ssv j V
= ja^E cos©J , if /'Kj- -t±| > 1/2W and
all i/j (A4-6)
Similarly,
[«a 2 2 2^ki^kjl = aiajE sin sin Qj
“ [a^Esin^-] j^a2Esin«J , if [Tj- tj > l/2W and
all i£j (A4-7)
Furthermore,
E [Vid] = 0; it * 1*2,; L = 1,2,**n
since xki and are orthogonal and, moreover,
E 1 %Tki] " E Ok] E Okl] ■ ®! *■ - I.2! i-V"n






cos WQt cos (0ozdt dz (A4-9)
and using the fact that 
E (n(t) n(z)J = 2^ ^ (t^z) (A4-10)
we get
2.
k = 1,2, j i = 1, • • • n (A4-11)
Since the energies of the transmitted wavefoims are assumed to be
identical, we have 
2 2^ % " E ’ E [(Yki-%)2] (A4-W
for all i = i, n and k = 1,2. Finally for i / j, we compute
Vkj"alajIISk(tl'Ti)3k(t2-'t3)co3,*,otlco3(l“»ti+aL)sin“ot2
sin(W0t2 + ©j) dt^dtg
+ J jaiajn(t1)n(t2)sk(t1-Xi)sk(t2-'tj)cos o^t^in O^tgdt-jdt,
(A4-13)
Averaging and applying Eq„ (A4-11) and Eq» (4-23), we get
r ’■n 2 2 2. 8,4 3, IE Lxkiykj] *,*ill;iBcos%siBV -J- j sk(t-r1}sk(t-irp
cos(0ot sinu>0t dt (A4-14)
Using an argument given by Kotel‘nikov\ i.e, assuming the variations in 
sk are slow as compared with the carrier frequency, may be considered 
constant over one rf cycle* Hence integration over the resulting sine 
and cosine product is zero?therefore
E [xkjXk£| = a?ajEicoseisin^ for all i / j. (A4-15)
Eqs» (A4-2), (A4-3), (A4-7), (A4-3), (A4-9), (A4-12) and (A4-15) maybe 
easily used to derive Eq. (5-37)#
APPENDIX V
CHARACTERIZATION OF SAMPLE STATISTICS
In what follows, we assume subcarrier S£ was the signaling state
used at the transmitter'*’. We wish to derive Eq. (5-44). To do so we
make use of the moments computed in Appendix IV and the multivariate
Gaussian form, Eq. (5-35). For the means of random variables Xj^ and
Y, .. we have from Eqs. (A4-2) and (A4-3) 
ki*
X.. - T.. =© lx lx
X2± = a^I cos
Y2i " aiE sin %
(A5-1)
while the variances are given by Eq. (A4-12) and are
2 2 2.










.thsince the components making up the i sampling point are orthogonal, 
and the bivariate moments E are fonaod from Eq, (4-29) as
# Formerly this analysis is similar to one given by Helstrom0 •
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jiai5r{tl)y(t2)s2(^t2" V51(V VCOS“oV°S WV*!
(A5-4)
letting y(t) « XgCt) + n(t), Eq. (A5-4) becomes
X2Ai= jjai Lx2 ? ■s2^t2’’ ^i V
COSWq^^OS ^©tl^tg^t^ (A5-5)
Averaging Eq, (A5**5) we get
3 feihi] ' IIB S2(t2-',:i)sX(V'ti)':OS‘0otl
cosWot2 dt2 dt^ (A5-6)
Applying Eq, (A4-11) to Eq, (A5-6) and using the fact that the signals 
are orthogonal we obtain
(A5-7)
Moreover, since and are Gaussian we may write
E M - 3 fei] E [*u] = 0 (A5-8)
Similarly,
e [vii] - b hi]E: [%] ■ ® («-?)




jI v(ti >S2<V ti >si(tri )oos “o^83-”
(A5-11)
Letting y(t) = ^{t) + n(t), substituting into Eq. (A5-11), and averaging 
we have
E[%Yli] " ai E [n(ti)n(t2)] s^tg-XiJsiCti-Xi)
cos (O0t2sin U)0t^dt-|_dt2 (A5-12)
Using Eq. (A4-U), Eq. (A5-12) yields
2 r***!
aiHo s2 . s2(t-ti)s1(t-'ti)sin(0ot cos u)Qt%± (A5-13)
Applying the same argument to Eq. (A5-13) as was used in 
Eq. (A4-16) gives
E l%Iji1 ■ © (A5-14)
and since X0. and I,, are Gaussian variables 2x li
E [¥u] -E fell E [Yu] -0 (A5-15)
Similarly,
E Ail - * M E lY2il - 0 (A5-16)
Thus the following cross-correlations may be written from Eqs. (A5-15)
and (A5-16):
© (A5-17)
ftA! 'VV * 0
The joint distribution of X-^, 1^, %2±) I2± is now the exponential 
of a quadratic form, and the terms of which form the covariance matrix 
may be obtained from Iqs, (A5-2), (A5-3), (A5-1©), (A5-16). Hence from 
Eq« (5—35) we have
['.rr*|A|]’i - f ^^iT2i ai*' exp f ^i.6 f, -1 5iAf <-(Xli'Xll)
and
(Yli-tli) +(X2i~X2i) +(Y2i”^2i^ } (A5-18)
Fr-2 0 0 0
0 S. © 0
i
0 0 K. ©
© 0 5,
(A5-19a)
Substituting Eqs. (iS-l) and (A5-19a) into Eq. (A5-18) and simplifying 
yields






fei + Yki)~ 2aiE ‘ (A5-19)
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where
i> " X2ieosei + V sin ei
R = E/N
Making the cylindrical transformations
*1! " “u G0S *1
COS
Yli'%cos K
Y2i * %i sln $2 (A5-20)





exp [- {%f%~2a^E %cos(4+%)} (A5-21)
L a?** V Ja. EM 1 o
To destroy •©£, we integrate over the interval (0,2If ), i.e.
f2TT
)p(Mn,M2i, $21 (A5-22)




%% T ' ^ t- .—...... exp [ -a±R j
n a.ll 1 o
exp [" l"n + K2i}] V* (A5-23)
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Destroying the variables <f>l, $2 in (A5-23) yields
- Trl"2
aiE Wo
| expf - [a^E + -jl— [h^ ♦ M2i]j]
» . L aiEM0
2M2iI (—%N0 J (A5-24)
It is convenient to make a change of variables in Eq. (A5-24). Letting





and using the Jacobian of the transformation in Eq. (A5-24) gives the 
final result:






desire the solution to the equations
•00 j rv 00
E
1- • r •' i .ji-i-4TCI I 1 n-l -Mx«2 (A6-1)
1where b « K('d)c, c =»---- a— and K( 'C ) is defined by Eq» (5-S8). Froia
1+2:















n-l a57 -2 5 00 %n+v-1
vl
-(b+l)M2 ^ (a6-4)
Now r n -ax, x e dx ,n+l (A6-5)
J
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Using Eq, (A6-2) to perform the integration we easily get
X



















, v-1 -(bj+l)M2J*. K. e 3
and using Eq. (A6-5) we obtain Eq. (5-107)t








In the ease of no prior knowledge on the channel gain a 
we have from. Eq. (5-111) the density function of the i^*1 





(a-***a ), ' 1 n''
sampling instant
(A7-1)
when their is signal plus
P(n^| i) =








n 2k7a^e i e da^ i.
(A7-3)
Eq. (A7-3) is not tabulated in closed form, consequently we see the high 
signal-to-noise ratio approximation. In this region, the lower limit of 
integration may be extended to -® since the tail of the Gaussian curve 
when multiplied by the extended Rayleigh function contributed very little 








2k \/2En'no [l+2k e] 3/2
Now if the approximation is good for the region of interest, we should 
have *1/^ =2. As a check we find
2kZK 
.l+2k2R (A7-6)










S11"1 e l+2k% S > 0 (A7-8)




we may use Eq, (A2-6) again. In this case
we make use of the fact that the sum of two independent Gaussian random 
•variables with zero means is Rayleigh • Upon making the change of vari-
•& In this derivation all modes are assumed to have the same statistics* 
It may, however, be analyzed for propagation modes with different moments.
ables as in Appendix II and applying Eq* (A2-6) we obtain 
1 „n/2-l _-NP(N) =
ref)
©
M ' e N > 0 
elsewhere
(A7-9)
Now the error probability is given by Eq. (5-120), i.e.
rl(n) = \0,%( d S oo 1 ^dN (A7-10)
for m = n/2 with n = 2,4,6**** . From Eq. (A6-3) we have
rS 1^-1 -* m-1e dN = v=o vl (A7-11)
Substituting Eq. (A7-11) into Eq. (A7-10) and using Eq. (A6-5) for inte­
gration we get
m-1 bn P(n+v)I’E<r') ’ (b+1)n^v
where b = —i-*— , Rearranging A7-12 gives 
1+20
PE(n) 1 f yt r 1*21c2r1_2+2k2R J Ha) Ply) |_2*21c2rJ
2 *i v—1 l+2k Rn
(A7-12)
(A7-13)





V1) * 1 - pe(1)
n+v-l)
nfm
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